WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

One Hundred and Thirty-Fourth

COMMENCEMENT
A BRIEF HISTORY OF WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Founded in 1853, the University was located in downtown St. Louis for its first fifty years. Ground for a new site on the edge of the city was purchased in 1894 and in 1900 construction was begun on the first five buildings of a plan based upon the medieval courtyards of Oxford and Cambridge Colleges.

These first ivy covered Gothic buildings with their red granite walls, arches and gargoyles formed the quadangle. Upon completion, these original buildings were leased to the 1904 World's Fair. The lease money made it possible to begin construction of additional buildings and all were used for the Fair before the University moved in. The athletic stadium, Francis Field, was build to accommodate the 1904 Olympic games, presented in conjunction with the Fair.

Over the years, the original "Academic Gothic" architecture has been succeeded by a variety of eclectic styles, but certain key principles of the original plan were retained. Plazas and courtyards still reflect the original theme.
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THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

Washington University and other American universities, public and private, follow the pattern of degree granting developed at the University of Paris, which was founded about 1100.

In the early days of the University of Paris the discipline of the students, and indeed their entire education fell under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Paris who was responsible for local educational matters. In an attempt to perform his office, the Bishop claimed supervision of curriculum and degree-granting. Here he ran into trouble from the teachers who felt they were the proper judges of the qualifications of their students. They demanded the right to grant the degree.

The modern commencement ceremony represents a compromise between the Bishop and the teaching masters. By 1200 the masters were judging the merits of the student and then recommending him to the Bishop who conferred the degree. The ceremony you will witness this morning is the successor to this medieval compromise. The Faculty sits on the platform in its role as teacher and examiner. Its leaders, the Deans, present the qualified candidates to the Chancellor. Acting upon the recommendation of the Faculty, the Chancellor, as executive officer of the Board of Trustees, formally confers the appropriate degree.

ACADEMIC DRESS

The academic dress worn by Faculty and candidates indicates the degree held, the subject in which it is held, and the institution granting it. Gowns are of three kinds: the Bachelor's with full, pointed sleeves, hanging open; the Master's with flowing sleeves which hang below the opening at the wrist; the Doctor's with very full sleeves gathered at the wrist. The color of the gowns, once uniformly black, are now determined by the degree granting institution. The hoods, traditionally, are of many colors. The color of the lining of the hood indicates the institution granting the degree: e.g., the hood of Washington University is lined with red and green. The color of the tassel on the cap and of the velvet edging of the hood, carried forward around the throat, indicates the division of the university.

White—Arts, Letters, Humanities  Silver Beige—Business
Light Blue—Education  Brown—Art
Dark Blue—Philosophy  Citron—Social Work
Golden Yellow—Science  Purple—Law
Orange—Engineering  Green—Medicine
Blue Violet—Architecture

Academic dress markedly different from the above description indicates a degree from a foreign university.

BANNERS

In addition to the coloring present in the academic dress, the division is also represented on the University's Commencement banners. These banners are carried by a student marshal at the head of the procession for their division. You will note that the side sections of the banners are red and green, the University's colors, and that the center section, which bears the seal of the University, is the color of the academic division.

THE QUADRANGLE

The site of the University Commencement Ceremony each spring, the Quadrangle is surrounded by the University's four oldest buildings: Brookings Hall to the east, Ridley Hall to the west, Cupples Hall I to the north and Busch Hall to the south. All four buildings were used by the Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company during the 1904 World's Fair. The outdoor stage was added in 1965 and named after Louis D. Beaumont, founder of the May Department Store Company. The Quadrangle contains a number of commemorative plaques and inscriptions. As you walk up the main steps leading to the archway separating North and South Brookings Hall, two inscriptions on the east facade recognize the University's original founding in 1853 as Eliot Seminary and its re-christening as Washington University in 1877. The Latin inscription above the archway reads: Discere St Capitis Interna; Salvere Habemus ("If you desire to learn, enter: We bid you welcome").

The plaque embedded in the ground beneath the Brookings Hall archway honors Washington University's founder and first Chancellor William Greenleaf Eliot. The plaque was given to the University during the centennial celebrations in 1953 by the First Unitarian Church of St. Louis.

Finally, on the west façade of Brookings Hall above the clock the Latin inscription reads: Cudant Horse, Opera Mangent ("The horses go by, but the works remain").

UNIVERSITY SEAL

The University emblem was originally designed by a faculty member in 1806 and formally approved by the Board of Trustees in 1897. The seal consists of the following elements:

- A shield with two bars and three stars both taken from President George Washington's coat of arms.
- At the bottom of the shield three fleurs-de-lis representing King Louis IX of France after whom the City of St. Louis was named.
- The University motto Per Vincirem Vicem ("Strength Through Truth").

The original design did not incorporate the University's motto. However, the motto and the words "Washington University in St. Louis" both appear on the cover of the 1897-1898 annual Catalogue of courses. The seal first appeared on the cover of the University Commencement program in 1920.

ORDER OF EXERCISES

Academic Procession

The Mighty Mississippi Concert Band of St. Louis

Directed by Dan Pregrzez
Director of Instrumental Ensembles at Washington University

America the Beautiful

Elizabeth Appum Peterson

Remarks

William M. Van Cleve
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Commencement Address

The Honorable John C. Danforth
Former United States Senator from the State of Missouri

Conferment of Honorary Degrees

William H. Danforth
Chancellor of the University
Assisted by members of the Board of Trustees

Remarks

Thomas Joseph Deutsch
Senior Class President

Conferment of Academic Degrees

Chancellor Danforth
Assisted by the Provost, EDWARD S. MACIAS

The Chancellor's Message to the 1995 Graduates

Alma Mater

Joseph Michael Consiglio

Dear Alma Mater,
Thy name is sweet to me,
Our hearts are all for thee
Fair Washington.
Thy halls shall honored be
Throughout this great country
For all eternity, Our Washington.

Recession

The audience will please remain seated while the academic procession enters the Quadrangle. At the conclusion of the ceremony, the audience will remain seated until the recession has left the Quadrangle.

These days of youth which
All of us spent with thee
Form a dear history,
Fair Washington.
Could they be renewed be,
We'd live our days with thee
For all eternity, Our Washington.
ORDER OF PROCESSION

Grand Marshal
Burton M. Wheeler

Honorary Grand Marshal
Bernard Becker, M.D.

I University Administration and Guests

Chancellor
William H. Danforth

Chairman of the Board of Trustees
William M. Van Cleve

Chairman of the Faculty Senate Council
Paul Michael Lützel

Associate Grand Marshal
Stuart D. Yoak

Honorary Degree Recipients

Commencement Speaker
John C. Danforth

Student Speaker
Thomas Joseph Deutsch

II Members of the Board of Trustees

Marshal
Harriet K. Switzer

III Officers of the University Administration

IV Deans and Members of the Faculty

Marshal
Edward S. Macias

V Class of 1945

Marshal
Laura H. Pente, Roma Milder Wintcoff

CEREMONIAL, COMMENCEMENT AND STUDENT MARSHALS

Ceremonial Marshals are charged with the responsibility of hooding Student Marshals during the commencement exercises when degrees are conferred to each division. Ceremonial Marshals lead each division during the opening commencement procession. Ceremonial Marshals are selected by the deans of each division to represent the student body of their division. The student marshals carry the divisional banners and signs during the procession.

Ceremonial Marshals
Gerhard S. Williams and Stuart D. Yoak

The School of Medicine
School Color: Green
Commencement Marshal
S. Bruce Dowton
Doctor of Medicine
Krista Marie Johnson
Student Marshal
Gary Allen Francesconi
Master of Health Administration
Student Marshal
Patricia Anne Veit
Master of Science in Physical Therapy
Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy

The George Warren Brown School Of Social Work
School Color: Citron
Commencement Marshal
David L. Cronin
Master of Social Work
Shirley Resnick Crenshaw, Shelly Monique Markham, Amanda Ann Moore
Student Marshals

The School of Art
School Color: Brown
Commencement Marshal
Jeffrey Pike
Master of Fine Arts
Howard Marshall Paine
Student Marshal
Dale Thomas Cobb III, Arden Weatherly Powell
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Student Marshals

The John M. Olin School of Business
School Color: Silver-Beige
Commencement Marshal
Gary Mitchell Hochberg
Master of Business Administration
Student Marshals
Henning Maximilian Bock, Julie Lynn Sanders, Erik A Steiner, Galia Velimoukhametova
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Eriko Lee Cleverenger
Student Marshal

The School of Engineering and Applied Science and
The Henry Edwin Sever Institute of Technology
School Color: Orange
Commencement Marshal
John K. Russell
Doctor of Science
Thomas Hoyt Fuller, Jr.
Student Marshal
Lukas Harn van den Berg
Master of Science
Bachelor of Science
Jerry Nicholas Laneman, Kevin Raymond Mitzel, Michelle Ann Parsley
Student Marshal
Bachelor of Technology
Student Marshals
Emeritus Appointments

Each year some members of the Washington University faculty reach the rank of emeritus. Through teaching, scholarship and service, they have enriched the University and the lives of their students and colleagues. In appreciation for what they have done, we record here the names of those who attain emeritus rank by the end of the academic year 1994-1995.

H. Marvin Camel
Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology
At Washington University since 1951

Adolph I. Cohen
Professor of Anatomy in Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences and Professor of Anatomy
At Washington University since 1954

William C. Jones
Charles F. Nagel Professor of International and Comparative Law
At Washington University since 1955

M. Kenton King
Dunforth Professor of Preventive Medicine and Professor of Medicine
At Washington University since 1951

Raymond M. Kline
Professor of Electrical Engineering
At Washington University since 1962

Paul E. Lacy
Robert L. Kroe Professor of Pathology
At Washington University since 1955

John Barlow Martin
Associate Professor of Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology
At Washington University since 1955

Hylaric McMahon
Professor of Art
At Washington University since 1960

A. Edward Nussbaum
Professor of Mathematics
At Washington University since 1958

W. Merritt Sale
Professor of Classics
Professor of Comparative Literature
At Washington University since 1958

Richard G. Sisson
Associate Professor of Clinical Surgery (General Surgery)
At Washington University since 1950

Louis M. Smith
Professor of Education
At Washington University since 1955

Michel M. Ter-Pogossian
Professor of Radiology
At Washington University since 1950

Joyce Trebilcock
Professor of Philosophy and Women's Studies
At Washington University since 1970

J. Leslie Walker
Assistant Professor of Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology
At Washington University since 1961

Parker H. Word
Instructor in Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology
At Washington University since 1962
HONORARY GRAND MARSHAL

BERNARD BECKER, M.D.

Professor Emeritus Bernard Becker joined the Washington University faculty in 1953 as Chairman of the Department of Ophthalmology. For more than thirty-five years he led the department’s development into an internationally recognized center for research and teaching. Many of his students now head departments or contribute in other significant ways to academic ophthalmology. He has taught more recent members of the American Board of Ophthalmology than any other person. His own work on glaucoma is world-renowned. In 1990, Washington University recognized Dr. Becker’s distinction with an Honorary Doctor of Science and, in 1995, he received the same honor from the University of Zurich.

After receiving his A. B. from Princeton, his M.D. from Johns Hopkins, and interning at Mount Sinai Hospital, Dr. Becker served for several years as Captain in the U. S. Army Medical Corps. Upon discharge, he did his residency at Johns Hopkins’ Wilmer Institute, first as a Chalfonte Fellow, then as a Kellogg Fellow, before coming to Washington University. Co-author of a classic text on glaucoma diagnosis and treatment, Dr. Becker has authored several other books, book chapters and hundreds of journal articles. He was the first editor-in-chief of the Journal of Investigative Ophthalmology.

Dr. Becker is a member of many honorary and professional organizations, including Alpha Omega Alpha, Sigma Xi, the Oster Society, the American Board of Ophthalmology, and the International Glaucoma Society. He is also recipient of prestigious awards and award lectures in this country and Europe: the Proctor Award, the Fiedlerweil Award from the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology, the New York Academy of Medicine Award, the Schonberg Award, the Washington University Medical Alumni Award, and, most recently, the Helen Keller Award.

The esteem in which Dr. Becker is held by the medical community arises not only from his seminal contributions as scientist, educator, and physician, but from his accomplishments as a citizen of that community. He has served on countless advisory boards and committees and for eight years chaired the Ophthalmological Training Grant and Research Committees of the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness. He subsequently served on the council of the National Eye Institute and as one of the founders of the Association of University Professors of Ophthalmology. His skill and wisdom in chairing the steering committee responsible for planning and constructing the new library and communications center of our own School of Medicine led to its being named this year as the Bernard Becker Medical Library.

HONORARY DEGREES

JOHNNETTA BETSCH COLE

DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

Johnnetta B. Cole, Ph.D., is the first African-American woman to head Atlanta’s Spelman College, a historically black college for women. In addition, Dr. Cole, a respected anthropologist whose work has broken ground in black and women’s studies, is also Spelman’s first scholar president. Born in Jacksonville, Florida, where she attended segregated schools, Dr. Cole enrolled in Fisk University’s early entrance program at age 15. She received an undergraduate degree from Oberlin College and a master’s degree and doctorate in anthropology from Northwestern University, where she trained under the noted social scientist and African specialist Melville J. Herskovits. She has since edited two popular textbooks titled Anthropology for the Nineties and All-American Women: That Divided, That Blind, both published by Free Press. The books are used in classrooms throughout the United States. Furthermore, some of her numerous published articles are reprinted in academic and popular journals. In 1987 Dr. Cole became Spelman’s seventh president after serving as professor of anthropology and director of the Latin American and Caribbean Studies Program at New York’s Hunter College. Prior to her appointment at Spelman, she also was a member of the City University of New York’s graduate faculty. At Hunter College, one student called her a “once-in-a-lifetime teacher and a truly special person,” according to The Magazine. At her inauguration as Spelman’s president, entertainer Bill Cosby and his wife, Camille, gave a $20 million gift to the college — the single largest gift from individuals to a historically black college or university. Under Dr. Cole’s leadership, the college has attracted increasing numbers of outstanding students. Since 1987, the SAT scores of Spelman’s first-year classes have been among the highest averages of students at any historically black college or university. In 1992 Spelman made history by becoming the first historically black college to receive a number one ranking in U.S. News & World Report’s annual college issue of “Best College Buys.” Spelman was named the number one regional liberal arts college in the South. At Spelman, Dr. Cole is affectionately known as “Sister President.” She inspires respect and affection wherever she goes, according to Mt. In an October 1987 profile of the “Sister President,” writer Susan McHenry noted that Dr. Cole’s “charismatic personality, cooperative leadership style, and firm ‘black womanist’ attitude raise expectations for an exciting new era at Spelman.” In the article, one of Dr. Cole’s colleagues noted that “When you’re in Johnnetta’s presence, you’re aware you’re dealing with someone who is genuine, and you end up liking her very much.” During her 30-year career as an anthropologist, professor, administrator, author, researcher and lecturer, Dr. Cole has been an advocate for women and people of color everywhere. In Conversations: Straight Talk With America’s Sister President, her 1993 book, Dr. Cole speaks directly to African-American women. She sits on diverse boards and belongs to a number of professional and socially active organizations. In 1992 then-President-elect Clinton appointed her to his transition team as diversity coordinator for education, labor, and the arts and humanities. She chairs the Department of Education’s board for the National Endowment for the Arts. In 1994 Martin Luther King Distinguished Service Award from the Georgia State Holiday Commission, the 1994 Outstanding Contribution to Higher Education Award from the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators, the 1993 American Anthropological Association Distinguished Service Award and the 1992 Sara Lee Corporation Front Runner Award in the Humanities. In addition, in 1991 she was named Working Woman magazine’s “10 Women to Watch in the 90s” and was inducted into the magazine’s Hall of Fame in 1989. Dr. Cole is married to Arthur J. Robinson Jr. and is the mother of three sons and two stepsons. By her own admission, she also is the surrogate mother of all the women enrolled at Spelman College.

ELIZABETH GRAY DANFORTH

DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

There is no academic training or degree program to help prepare someone for being a chancellor’s wife, but for more than 20 years that role has been performed with great natural ability by Elizabeth “Ibby” G. Danforth. Mrs. Danforth’s curiosity, energy and approachable style have been her tools to connect with students, faculty and alumni. A graduate of Wellesley College, she has, in the words of Burton M. Wheeler, Ph.D., professor of English and religious studies and chair of the Commencement Committee, “embraced Washington University with the ardor of a first love.” A devoted ambassador of the University, Mrs. Danforth stays in tune with faculty and students by attending lectures, performances, student-sponsored events and by taking undergraduate classes — she fits one per semester into her already busy schedule. In addition to the intellectual stimulation, she finds that being in the classroom gives her “an idea of what the students are concerned about.” As the chancellor’s wife, she doesn’t exactly fit the profile of a typical student. “I can be anonymous for about six weeks, then the word gets out.” Her active participation and involvement in campus life are a source of reassurance to parents she meets at orientation, parents weekend and semiannual meetings of the Parents Council. Mrs. Danforth stays in touch with the alumni and community and corporate leaders by hosting countless receptions on campus and traveling worldwide with the chancellor to alumni chapter events, national dinners for the Eliot Society and visits with alumni and corporate leaders. Elizabeth Danforth has repeatedly shown a special knack for understanding the needs and concerns of
EDWIN GERARD KREBS

Doctor of Science

There were 75 messages on the answering machine when Dr. Edwin Gerhard Krebs, D.D.S., awoke on Monday, October 12, 1992. Dr. Krebs’ reaction to discovering that he and Edmund Fischer had won a Nobel Prize was predictable. "It was, ‘If you’re long enough, anything can happen.’" But the Nobel committee knew the biochemists’ research had uncovered a fundamental mechanism in the cells’ regulation of metabolism.

This information was generating new ideas for combating cancer and other major disorders. The prize-winning work had been going on almost 20 years earlier, after Dr. Krebs had spent two years as a research fellow with Carl and Gerty Cori at Washington University School of Medicine. The husband and wife team shared a 1947 Nobel Prize for discovering how cells degrade glycogen (animal starch) into small molecules that serve as sources of energy. When Dr. Krebs moved to the University of Washington, Seattle, in 1948, he continued to work on this topic, joining forces with him at the University in a muscle enzyme-activated phosphorylase. Enzymes are proteins that speed up chemical reactions that otherwise would occur too slowly to be useful to living organisms. Dr. Krebs and Fischer discovered to their surprise that phosphorylase must be switched on chemically by another enzyme, a protein kinase, before it goes to work. The kinase activates the switch by adding a phosphate group, which a third enzyme removes to return phosphorylase to its inactive state. "It was a major breakthrough, but the ramifications went far beyond this and were discovered in an enormous research area because protein kinases proved to be central to the lives of cells. Over the past 20 years, countless examples have been lighted, and 50,000 to 100,000 research papers are published on this topic every year. Kinases regulate many aspects of cell growth, division and differentiation, and they run basic processes that are central to leading to clinical disorders. Many important contributions emerged from Dr. Krebs’ Laboratory at the University of Washington, and from Stanford University, California. Davis. His more than 300 research papers have detailed the structure, function and regulation of protein kinases, which are the key part. Dr. Krebs is currently professor emeritus in the departments of Pharmacology, University of Washington, and senior investigator emeritus in the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Bethesda, Maryland. His current research focuses on cell growth and neuroprotective therapies for diseases such as diabetes. Dr. Krebs was born in Lansing, Iowa, in 1918 but spent his childhood in Greenville, Illinois. His father, a Presbyterian minister, died when Dr. Krebs was 15 years old, and his mother moved the family to Urbana, Illinois, so the children could live at home while attending the university there. Dr. Krebs obtained a bachelor's degree in chemistry from the University of Illinois in 1946 and a medical degree from Washington University School of Medicine in 1953. In 1954 Dr. Krebs and his wife moved to Washington University and joined the faculty. Dr. Krebs was a recipient of the National Science Foundation Research Grant, the Gairdner Foundation Award, the George W. Thorn Award for Scientific Excellence, a Research Achievement Award from the American Heart Association, the Passano Foundation Award, the Albert Lasker Basic Medical Research Award, and two other National Institutes of Health University awarded him an Alumni Citation for Outstanding Professional Achievement in 1972 and an Alumni Achievement Award in 1988.
involving local area networks, including Ethernet. These developments have built not only a major new industry, but also a new economic foundation. Computer networks promise to bring new opportunities for businesses and individuals alike.

Together with the entire computer industry, these companies have brought the world closer together. The Internet, for example, allows people from around the world to communicate and collaborate in real-time. This technology is transforming the way we work, learn, and live.

Moreover, these developments have also had significant social and economic impacts. They have created new jobs and industries, and have helped to spur innovation and technological advancement. The computer and networking industries have become major drivers of economic growth and development.

In summary, the computer and networking industries have had a profound impact on our society. They have brought new opportunities and challenges, and have helped to shape the world we live in today.

Class of 1945

Beverly Werner Abrams
Jean Fitch Adams
Lois M. Soeker Albrecht
James H. Alexander
Frances Mae Fisher Allen
Virginia J. Young Anson
Frances Ingram Ansett
Virginia Mary Brown Arros
Laureata L. Ashley
Betsy D. Leventhal Baron
Doris Barbara Knodel Barron
Nancy Faye Barthold
Marine Bartlett
Patricia McAuley Beaumont
Mary E. Beckman
Helen Irene Herr Brown
Leonard Berg
Peggy Louise Glaser Berman
Lorraine Knupf Berry
Joseph S. Bierman
Ester Jane Moore Black
Margaret Schoenherr Bloomfield
Christine E. Raper Boechhaus
Elaine L. Fifield Booth
Nancy Dean Brandenburger
Sylvia Ruth Sobelman Bremer
Paul R. Breundt
Harold Bressler
Margery Jeanne Jolley Breschaker
Malvina Isch Brooks
Margaret Selbert Babolz
Antia Filer Burnum
Madge Garwood Henry Carter
Majorie Jane Campen Casterline
Joan A. Cassimilis
Martha Elizabeth Warfield Chamberlain
Elza Mendes Almeida Chapman
Sylvia Joy Chemick
Wilbur L. Christopher, Jr.
Harold N. Clark, Jr.
Marion Stee Clark
Joyce Vera Clayton
Mary Margaret Trowbridge Conner
Richard R. Connwell
Louise M. Dailey
Mary C. Baxter Delaney
Jeanette B. Koerkel Dempster
Edna Willeford Dependahl
Robert C. Dodd
John H. Dokos
Gloria Louise Moore Donnell
Phyllis Rosenmeyer Dusboples
Reta Evelyn Turner Dudley
Virginia M. Harring Duffy
Leabith E. Durbin
Donald D. Durbin
Jane H. Speigel Eakin
Ann Ridgeway Eidelberg
Claire L. Turk Epstein
Mary Jane Arstech Esther
Ladora Sparberg Estein
John J. Finan
Stanley N. Fine
Aline Mae Starnes Foster
Betty Maddox Fralm
Carol Ruth Frank
Erma E. Maurer Freeborg
John W. Fries
Jean Louise Thienes Funk
Margery Louise Knight Gable
Ethel Jacqueline Cannon Gable
Margaret Louise Newman Geske
Jane L. Badger Glenn
Robert F. Goodwin, Jr.
Nancy J. Goldman
Margaret Josephine Pray Goodberber
C. Wayne Gordon
John H. Gorman
C. Margaret Schwandhaus Gorman
Anita Stanza Graves
Madelyn Gregg
Marjone C. Glenthaa Gregory
Elmer E. Griesse
Margaret H. Clare Griffin
Betty Jane Grosscheidt
Doris Evelyn Ferrand Hallas
Dorothy Cooper Hammer
Lotha Polster Harlin
Elizabeth Jane O'Neal Haskins
Virginia Pribee Haux
John E. Hayes
Antia B. R. Heinrich
Harold W. Heiser
Ethel E. Hefling
Frederick C. Helfstedt, Jr.
Lillian Rash Hendin
Else H. Binnacols Herbertson
Doris M. Dill Heday
Elizabeth S. Thompson Hieber
Mary Frances Hulder Hukett
Rhoda A. Alter Hurwitz
Leontie Horwitz Jablonow
Clemens H. Jacques
Hallie Inez Rogers Jefferson
Elizabeth Louise Cape Kargel
Marnonie Elaine Scott Karson
Frances Handelman Karty
John C. Kaskie
Joseph Kaufman
Robert Kaufman
Marian Louise Kohl Kavanagh
Ralph F. Keiser
Charles C. Kilgan III
Margaret C. Keller Killibrown
Rosemary P. Yardley King
Edgar B. Kleban
Arnold K. Knappenberger
Louise Angell Koehler
Ethel E. Huebner Kooerter
Dorothy M. Kremer
Chester W. Kraich
Betty D. Straus Kraich
Walter J. Kremer
Gloria V. Graf Kreimmel
Paul O. Kurtz
Carolyn Jane Kuten
Virginia Phelps Perkins Lacy
Margaret Echols Ladenberger
Rita Levensahl
Natalie Federer Liebmann
Gene Helen Lischer
A. S. Littlefield
Stephen S. Littlefield
Carol T. Wilson Loewie
Marie R. Londooff
Barbara Lee Ellis Long
Mary Herschel Delbelle Luke
Jane Helen MacPherson
Kiyoshi Mano
Mary Bernice Welsh Mansfield
Suzanne Jacobs Mark
Mimi Rosette Wrenthor Marsh
Ruth Caroline Boles Marshall
Audrey A. Simmons Martin
Marjone E. Cuthbert Marting
Emma Deloris Renold Mathes
Marian Morris Matson
Gloria Irene Dieu McCarron
Hope Waldron Anderson McConaha
Elna L. Campbell McElhenny
Barbara Kiser McGinty
Gloria Marie Sum McGovern
Eugene B. Meiners
Mildred Gendler Meltman
Emma Jeanne Grigg Mill
Helen Bradley Miller
Lois Irene Miller
Margaret Louise Rider Moore
June Elizabeth Atkins Moran
Elizabeth J. Gorneman Mousey
Nanon Else Hoffman Murphy
Claydel Rick Nelson
Joseph F. Nemeth
Elnice Mae Neusitz
Elizabeth A. O'Connell
Goyo Obata
Betty Foerster Perry
Harriet Hagedorn Perry
Ann Temple Perry
ORDER OF PRESENTATION

Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor of Science
Master of Health Science

Master of Arts
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Fine Arts in Writing
Master of Liberal Arts
Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Science in Speech and Hearing
Master of Music
Doctor of Philosophy

Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Technology
Master of Science
Doctor of Science

Bachelor of Technology in Architecture
Master of Architecture
Master of Architecture and Urban Design

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Master of Business Administration
Master of Science in Business Administration

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Master of Fine Arts
Master of Social Work

Doctor of Law
Master of Laws

Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
Master of Science in Physical Therapy
Master of Health Administration
Doctor of Medicine
Candidates Presented by
James E. McLeod, Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS
May 19, 1995

Summa Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude

FOSTER: indicates college honors
*indicates combined degree
See Page 10


May 19, 1995

*Vanessa Dora Aaron
Mark David Ackerman
John Good Adams
Diego Felipe Aguirre
*Naomi Akita
*Gorde J Almdich
Jeannette FAhle Alota
Chandeka Nicole Allen
Jean Miller
Chahna Alamshu
Clue Beltomand Anderson
Afi Zafar Ansari
Staci Robyn Anson
Tracy Marie Anthony
Melissa Gail Atri
Eric Brett Arbeber
Am John Armstrong
Mark Ethan Arndt
Alexander Sebastau Aser
Samuel Jay Avreyh
David Alan Baecker
Jeffrey Philip Balfii
Elizabeth Anne Ballenger
Richard F Baldoti, Jr.
Amgird Dean Barakat

Daum Tapwa Bardeh
Daniel Barrollet
*Christopher L Basbambah
Jose Mari Bautista
David Leighton Belchick
Treema Marcelle Bell
Matthew William Bender
Christofer Andrew Bernardo
Larisa Donna Bernet
Deborah Jill Berger
Ann Yona Berman
Matthew William Brunson
Roberto Enrique Biaggi
Vincent Franco Bianco
*Karen Elaine Bieden
Ibellepalee Bielle
*Bernard Joseph Birnbaum
*Wendy Anne Bishop
*Sarah Evelyn Bloom
Colleen Marie Bohn
Stephen Jay Boykin
Kassidy Ann Brown
Susan Lynn Brown
Alan La Rue Brown, Jr
Shan Michelle Braumg
Mark Andrew Buckels
Michelle Marie Buescher
Paul Edward Burns
*Deborah Andrew Burton
*Kenneth William Domucziacz, Jr.
John Charles Donaldson
Jordan Eli Dot
Joshua Lane Dorman
*Jennica Lynn Doseh
Saskia Jeanne Dresett
Brian Ray Drew
John Duncan
*Karen Faye Dunham
Marian Elizabeth Elsani
Abigail Sue Ericson
Bradley Alan Eisenberg
Adam Trevor Elegant
Jill Stacy Epstein
Joshua Zak Epstein
*Annie K Epstein
Damen Farwell
Douglas Charles Feldman
Jesse Jacobs Fenig
Krisstein Newell Finley
Karen Lynne Flumano
Ali Bryndon Floyd
*Miranda Galadriel Flor
Greg Fontana
*Andrew Joseph Formal
Renée Marie Foster
Leslie Renee Freeman
Cara Marlene Frangh
*Kurt William Fried
*Allison Marie Gaase
Jennifer Suzanne Gadask
Eugene Garrison
James David George
*Deborah Ann Gendry
Barbara Ellen Gerz
Danielle Hilary Gile
*Joyanne Gianetti
Anna Marie Giuliano
Lisa Ellen Glass
*Andrea Robyn Gold
Danielle Lynne Gold
Alexander Richard Goldberg
Jason David Golde
Tina Renee Goldstein
Matthew Alex Gonzic
Seth Gorenstein
Raymond Joseph Goucoun
Peter Michael Grady
Sarah Elyse Griff
Mitchell D Grant
Jamie Leigh Grady
Michael Dominic Greco
Elizabeth Jasper Green
Kimberly Renee Green
Patrick Michael Green
Shawn Lanceul Greenbaum
*Wendi Halleen Gabriel
Ella Michelle Green
Barry Mitchell Greenwald
*Kristin Heathner Griffith
*April Milan Gronos
Kenneth Scott Grosso
*Gwendolyn Grace
*Teresa Joan Grove
*Pamela Rochelle Guille
Carey Lewison
Vansari Pallavi Guntur
Malini Gopal
Minh Tin Ha
Brenton Alan Hamlet
Robert Todd Hearnman
Hideoiyo Harashima
Margaret Springer Hardy
*Theresa Marie Harrad
Gary Dale Hawkins
Dietra Diane Hawkins
Jennifer Marie Healy
Jamon Joshua Helle
Meredith Lee Heltzer
Andrea Ayden Hendell
Horace Tson-Bondt Houe
Maryann Elizabeth Hofman
David Adams Hollister
Vanessa Powell Holmes
Andrew Richard Holdvad
Joel Michelle Howard
*Eugene Huang
*Stephen Huang
*Galvin Huh
Gary Matthew Hunhaknige
Clifford D Hult
*Robyn Lee Hunter
Karen Iene Hurwitz
Casey William Ivan
Scott Edward Irvin
Aimee Diane Israel
Rebecca Lynn Israel

*indicates combined degree
Candidates Presented by
Robert Edward Wiltenburg
Associate Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
May 13, 1995
Janet K Arban
James P Bathon
Deborah Anne Biggane
Nora L Bowers
Stephen Michael Chappell
Norann Fischer Dillon
Marie Louise Doyle
Brenda S Elven
Diane Marie Foshage
Nancy R Grafon
Kimberly S Gunn-Stone
Vincent James Harris
Randy S Jones
Eric John King
Diana Lee Kremmel
Deborah Rose Meiners
Patricia Beaudette Miller
Mary Kathryn Mills
John Covant Newmark
Steven James Norkaits
Howard R Schafer
Terese M Scherr
Vincent Tracy Shannon
W Carolyn Smith
Edgar Joe Smith, Jr.
Linda Jane Springrose
Eric Thomas Stumbaugh
Ann Lorene Wise

December 19, 1994
Linda Marie Becker
Gary Alynn Fanger
Brenda J Konemann
Christopher John LaBarge
Paula Sue Thurman

August 13, 1994
Christina Marie Erben
Thomas Charles Hampe
Curtis Elizabeth Wilson

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE
May 13, 1995
Cynthia D Alvino
Gregory J Biggs
Susanna Joy Busch
Kathryn T Feldt
Julie Wiegner Finnegan
Laura Susan Gilley
Deborah Marie Harre
Lee Ann Hugginsbooth
Sondra Gayle Naes
Kathy Sue Saldaha
Robyn Lynne Seibel
Wendy Catherine Sigurdson
Gary Wayne Tebbenkamp
Mary Jacinta Trice

December 19, 1994
Susan Fenton Hickert
Deborah Lynn Koritz
Susan A Mayer
Sandy A Ross

August 13, 1994
David Paul Auvinen
Kelly Ann Calhoun
Carrie Coopmans Harrison

*The Washington University community mourns the loss of
Melissa Gail Aptman, who was killed on May 5, 1995. We
extend our deepest sympathy to her family and friends.

Candidates Presented by
Robert Edward Wiltenburg
Associate Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
May 13, 1995
Janet K Arban
James P Bathon
Deborah Anne Biggane
Nora L Bowers
Stephen Michael Chappell
Norann Fischer Dillon
Marie Louise Doyle
Brenda S Elven
Diane Marie Foshage
Nancy R Grafon
Kimberly S Gunn-Stone
Vincent James Harris
Randy S Jones
Eric John King
Diana Lee Kremmel
Deborah Rose Meiners
Patricia Beaudette Miller
Mary Kathryn Mills
John Covant Newmark
Steven James Norkaits
Howard R Schafer
Terese M Scherr
Vincent Tracy Shannon
W Carolyn Smith
Edgar Joe Smith, Jr.
Linda Jane Springrose
Eric Thomas Stumbaugh
Ann Lorene Wise

December 19, 1994
Linda Marie Becker
Gary Alynn Fanger
Brenda J Konemann
Christopher John LaBarge
Paula Sue Thurman

August 13, 1994
Christina Marie Erben
Thomas Charles Hampe
Curtis Elizabeth Wilson

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE
May 13, 1995
Cynthia D Alvino
Gregory J Biggs
Susanna Joy Busch
Kathryn T Feldt
Julie Wiegner Finnegan
Laura Susan Gilley
Deborah Marie Harre
Lee Ann Hugginsbooth
Sondra Gayle Naes
Kathy Sue Saldaha
Robyn Lynne Seibel
Wendy Catherine Sigurdson
Gary Wayne Tebbenkamp
Mary Jacinta Trice

December 19, 1994
Susan Fenton Hickert
Deborah Lynn Koritz
Susan A Mayer
Sandy A Ross

August 13, 1994
David Paul Auvinen
Kelly Ann Calhoun
Carrie Coopmans Harrison

*The Washington University community mourns the loss of
Melissa Gail Aptman, who was killed on May 5, 1995. We
extend our deepest sympathy to her family and friends.
MASTER OF LIBERAL ARTS
May 19, 1995
Mary Patricia Barrett
Kelly Brooks
R Michael Bush
Diane DelMett Jacobson
Mary Kathleen Jofts
Kathryn Mary Kaufman
Mary Michenfelder Phelan
Rebecca I. Swofford

December 19, 1994
Elizabeth Appunn Peterson

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
May 19, 1995
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Biochemistry)
Robert Todd Striker
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Immunology)
Angela Renee Davis
Lisa Kay Timson Gauen
Sanidip Ashok Godambe
Jonathan William Heusel
Benjamin Li-Ping Hsu
Deborah Veis Novack
Charles Willard Mortimer Roberts
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Biophysics)
Michael Spencer Kolodney
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Cell Biology and Biochemistry)
Kimberly Dawn Aiken
Jonathan Neil Gluckman
Payton Leigh James
Patrick Yin Kan Jay
Donald Russell Johnson
Elizabeth Anne Patton
Brian Louis Strauss
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Genetics)
Katrin Monica Carlson
Xinhua Lin
Caroline Marie Budrick
Robert Lindsay Young
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Microbiology and Microbial Pathogenesis)
Chao Lin
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Neurosciences)
Brian William Dubois
Howard Parker Goodkin
Call Christine Matheny
Steven James Mennerick
Brenda Elaine Porter
Mark Albert Velleca
Kenneth Carl Whang
John Martin Zempel
In Business Administration
Samuel S. Chun
Christopher Reece Marshall

In Chemistry
Daniel James Berger
Teressa Michelle Jones-Wilson
Back Edward Rogers

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Michael Wayne Rockow

In Economics
Hugo Armando Eyzaguirre
Harvey S. James, Jr.
Jay I. Newcomb

In Education
Kathleen Sullivan Brown
In English and American Literature
Madhuparna Mitra
In History
Marjorie Ann Walker

In Mathematics
Youfeng Shen
Xifan Wang

In Philosophy
Longxiang Song

In Physics
Lewis Yuchan Geer
Anne-Katrin Klehe

In Political Science
Karl Christian Kaltenthaler

In Psychology
Laura Dehaver Baker
In Social Work
Osei Kofi Darkwa
Anindita Gogineni
Suzanne McCreary Shepard

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
December 19, 1994
In Anthropology
Carobal Gencoc

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Evolutionary and Population Biology)
Alison Eleanor Louise Colwell

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Immunology)
Joanne Sloan-Lancaster

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Cell Biology)
Michelle Nett Frielands

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Cell Biology and Biochemistry)
Glenn Alan Doyle
Kendall Kenneth Grindstaff
Yves Salinas

In Business Administration
Samuel S Chun
Christopher Reece Marshall

In Chemistry
Daniel James Berger
Teressa Michelle Jones-Wilson
Back Edward Rogers

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Michael Wayne Rockow

In Economics
Hugo Armando Eyzaguirre
Harvey S. James, Jr.
Jay I. Newcomb

In Education
Kathleen Sullivan Brown
In English and American Literature
Madhuparna Mitra
In History
Marjorie Ann Walker

In Mathematics
Youfeng Shen
Xifan Wang

In Philosophy
Longxiang Song

In Physics
Lewis Yuchan Geer
Anne-Katrin Klehe

In Political Science
Karl Christian Kaltenthaler

In Psychology
Laura Dehaver Baker
In Social Work
Osei Kofi Darkwa
Anindita Gogineni
Suzanne McCreary Shepard

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Neurosciences)
Antonette Karen Lewis
Rita Raddatz

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Plant Biology)
Christine Fenzl
Karin Jean Nylus

In Business Administration
Amit Eynan
Sunil Kershut Panikath
Chul Park
Charles R. Schnitzlein

In Chemistry
Laura Ann Bass
Susan Elizabeth Bates
Johanna Leslie Crane
Steven James Gentemann
Scott Thomas Lauder
Dallas Gregory New
Michael Francis Ortweth
Alicia Marie Rohde
Shuang Yin
Wenlian Zhu

In Chinese and Comparative Literature
Shuhua Yang

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Lance Alistair MacLean Bennet
Megan Patricia Flanagan
Billy Edgar Moss

In Economics
Donald St. Clair Allen
Dennis Lee Lambert
Anne M. Libby
Chih-Min Pan

In Education
Vincent Santos Navarro
Barbara Gain Rowe Wells

In English and American Literature
Charles William Bennett
Margaret Emily Schoeberle
Edward I. Schwartzchild
Mary Katherine Williams

In Germanic Languages and Literature
Ingrid Elisabeth Fry

In History
Peter Joel Michel
Linda Lee Stutz
Alexander Gooding Yard

In Mathematics
Sieg Fei
Xiaoqin Huang
Heng Xian

In Music
Kenneth Stephen Mitchell

In Philosophy
Shant Collins Sharratt

In Physics
Lawrence Eugene Kidder
Zhan Yan
Jie Yuan

In Political Science
James F. Spiegel II

*Indicates combined degree
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Candidates Presented by
Christopher L. Byrnes, Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGICAL AND ENGINEERING SCIENCES
May 19, 1995
John Daniel Glover
Eric Jonathan Goldblatt
Jessica Wan-Chen Tsou

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 1995

Magnus Cum Laude
Nathan Kino Crawford
Simen Gorchov White

Cum Laude
Christopher Jon Hagedorn

May 19, 1995
Eric Andrew Bergantz
Matthew Thomas Bray
Gary Robert Bryan
Dinam K Captain
Seyi Ryn Chisholm
Danielle Ann Dabney

*Ina Drut
Janice Kyroni Elsheby
Michael Gachialian Escano
Glen David Flanagan III
*Polina Gertsberg
Nathan Rochelle Green

Michael Louis Gutsche
Carolyn Louise Hebenstreit
Jennifer Michelle Hendricks
Hoeng Poc Lim
Shemal Lalakant Modi
Heather Amity Palmer
Jill Phillips
Brian Rubin de la Borbolla
Amy Jo Scherer
Keith Andrew Schreiber
Polly Jean Shrewsbury
Joseph Steven Sterlet
Sue May Teich
David Glennon Tesson

*Indicates combined degree

December 19, 1994
James Robert McFarland
Michael Sean Pratt

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Summa Cum Laude
May 19, 1995
Michelle Ann Parsley

Magnus Cum Laude
* Derek Michael Beaman
  Erik Theodore Johnson

Cum Laude
Reggie Lee Hoog
*Walter Leonor Rao

May 19, 1995
Ruben Alejandro Aya
Jennifer Alyse Bassen
R Sean Bono
Daniel Joseph Buckley
Andrew Ru-Shu Chou
John Thomas Coner
Julie Lynn Daigleau

*Kurt Lee Ervin
Eric Robert Farster
Anthony Raymond Forsch
Jeffrey Brian Fransen
Todd Stewart Frisbee
Katherine Ammyce Gallant
Nahim Astrar Gebe
Cynthia Rose Green
Shuni Hamamatsu
Douglas Holdener

Jeffrey Ramzi Karim
Kirsten Kronenberg
Greg A Landau
Shawn Ashley Lausurse
Andrew Dong-Joon Lee
Joseph Levy
Michael Scott Lieberman

*Anne Catherine Marion
Laura Susan Nathan
Stephen Randolph
Kevin Jay Schom
Bryan Yuskauz Toda
Randall Seishi Toma

Akira Usami
Scott Donald Wong

December 19, 1994
Shavnee Renee Cleary
Ryan Woodward Ellen
Li Shwu Kong
Susan Louise Wetsel

Cum Laude
Diana Marcella Flotten

August 19, 1994
Dery Lee Earson
Suheek Sukprapa

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
May 19, 1995

Summa Cum Laude
* Jerry Nicholas Laneman

Magnus Cum Laude
Kevin Raymond Mitzel

Cum Laude
*W Robert Mamola

May 19, 1995
Yasser Mohammad Ahmad
Clari Matthew Beal
Marlin Petar Beine
Paul Andrew Ely

*Miranda Galadriel Florey
Michael Cole Huckaby
Rodney Jackson
David Kent Johnson
David Matthew John
Paul Foster Kunkel
John William Kutho

*Denise Jen Hu
Tony Ten Le
*Andrew Luh-Ming Lue
*Porina Catherine Marion
Paul David Markowitz
Scott Michael O'Neill

*Christopher Robert Placek
Michael Bruce Reif
Craig Michael Stenson
Andrew Aaron Steps

December 19, 1994
Sampy Datta
David Paul Lamore

August 19, 1994
Magnus Cum Laude
Sandra Jean Morgan

December 19, 1994
Alekander Barenboym
Sang Kim Choi
Sean Aaron Dickman
Joshua Nathaniel Horowitz.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 1995

Summa Cum Laude
Scott K Byrner
*Jerry Nicholas Laneman
Kevin Raymond Mitzel

Magnus Cum Laude
*Mike Warren Castelloe
Jeremy Lane Frees
Samuel Aaron Kline

Cum Laude
*W Robert Mamola

May 19, 1995
Bradley A August
Shivroop Basu
Rickie Versness Carter
Elvis M Causie

*Brian Andrew Chapat
Paul Andrew Ely

Maurice Otavia Funches
Brock Herr Gao

*Nuria Elizabeth Gehry
Scott William Gurley
Frances Chai Sui Ho
Michael Cole Huckaby

Rodney Jackson
David Kent Johnson
David Matthew John
Paul Foster Kunkel
John William Kutho

Denk John Legler
Charles William Leighton
Vivek Malhotra

*Christopher Robert Placek
*Michael Bruce Reif
Craig Michael Stenson
Andrew Aaron Steps

December 19, 1994
Sampy Datta
David Paul Lamore

August 19, 1994
Magnus Cum Laude
Sandra Jean Morgan

December 19, 1994
James Christopher White
Robert Michael Winkler
Turi Zainal Atul Zulkifli

December 19, 1994
Afziza Abdallah
Brett Erin Arnold
Steven Charles De Laus
John Powers Engman
Paul Andrew Howlie
Karen Sue Grothe

Jason Gerard Hutchings
Yvonne Michelle Shaw
David Andrew Wiegand

August 19, 1994
Mohammad Faisal
Xingyu Gong
Luis Antonio Mathews
Douglas Cameron Mauch

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC POLICY
May 19, 1995

*Brian Glenn Carlson
Amy Lynn Du Vall
Natalia Patricia Durase
*Kurt Lee Ervin

*Ryan Matthew Goer
Dennis Jen Hu
Tony Ten Le

*Andrew Luh-Ming Lue
*Porina Catherine Marion
Paul David Markowitz
Scott Michael O'Neill

*Christopher Robert Placek
Michael Bruce Reif
Craig Michael Stenson
Andrew Aaron Steps

December 19, 1994
Sampy Datta
David Paul Lamore

August 19, 1994
Magnus Cum Laude
Sandra Jean Morgan

December 19, 1994
Todd Ray Asche
Gordon Joseph Bernardy
John Peter Steingruber
Michael Guy Swales

August 19, 1994
Donald Stanley Craig

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
May 19, 1995
Peggy C Allford
Anthony Ray Coleman
Francis Gerald Conner
Stephen Robert Forst
Terence Richard Fournier

*Rebecca Ann Fouts
Mary Catherine Gaffney
Michael Gordon Gleeson
Jeffrey Todd Greenstreet
Brian P Kalb

Michael Joseph Liebner
Samuel F Rowen, Jr.
Sharon Ann Salings
Michael R Shibhor
Adrienne Stewart

Lisa R Weaver
Andrew John Williams
Ching-Chi Wu

December 19, 1994
Elizabeth Louise Almother
Sherry Blackator
Shirley Jean Comfort
Steven K Duncan
William L Fish

Sharon T Goddard
James Daniel Heaney
Robert Elliott Hoffmann
Melinda Ellen Hoffus
Melissa Anne Lansen
Henry Victor Lee
Scott Anthony Reiter
Julie A Richardson
Diane M Schmer
Kevin Brian Welsh

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 1995

Magnus Cum Laude
Katharine Marie Overend

Cum Laude
Rodney Lee Davidson
Brett Goldstein
Carrie Beth Smalley
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS
May 19, 1995
*Sara Elizabeth Gehr
December 19, 1994
Benjamin Bradley Walther

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS AND DATA PROCESSING
May 19, 1995
Dwight Michael Jacobi
Sandra Elaine Knoppe
Mark J Lockhart
Timothy Gerard Mooney
Deanna Lee Wickery
December 19, 1994
Judith Ellen Santinger
August 19, 1994
James Melvin Denney

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
May 19, 1995
Magna Cum Laude
Monica Lorraine Fischer
*Elliot Spencer Vermees
May 19, 1995
Rachel Jennifer Di Mora
*Imma Dunn
Debra Elkins
*Polina Gertsberg
*Michael Louis Cushe
December 19, 1994
Emily C. Ashby
Michelle Lee Osburn

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY
May 19, 1995
Randall Eugene Blackburn
Juan Moséis Contreras Sánchez
Neal William Hartmann
August 19, 1994
Tom Fohns, Jr.

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY
May 19, 1995
Craig Rodkey Hall
Edmund Julius Herke
December 19, 1994
Mark Joseph Fanning
Robin E Sinn

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN TECHNICAL COMPUTING
December 19, 1994
Miles B Whitner
August 19, 1994
Mark Louis Koester

Candidates Presented by
Christopher J. Byrnes, Dean

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING
May 19, 1995
Adjar Pradji

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
May 19, 1995
Camille A Helou
December 19, 1994
Sean O Ervin
Michael Shizuo Inouye
Adjar Pradji

August 19, 1994
Arthur D Ford II
Theodore William Gentner
Chia-Chun Hung
Timothy J Huva
Roger Dale Patton
Christopher R Wichmann

MASTER OF CONTROL ENGINEERING
May 19, 1995
Dmitry A Alshuller

December 19, 1994
John Michael Gushing
August 19, 1994
Christopher J Economy

MASTER OF ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
May 19, 1995
Jeffrey Allen Ayers
Brian Bailey
*David Brett Bangert
Christopher Reeves Crowley
David Alan Edelen

*Indicates combined degree
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 1995
Humayun Moin Alom
Vedam Hirana
Abdul Aziz Ishak
Kam-Yin Ng
Ruzaiq Mohd Salleh

December 19, 1994
Sujatha Degaekar
Srihansh Ramamurthy Karur

August 19, 1994
Mohammad N M Al-Hayaz
Pamela Ann Morelo Mathias

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
December 19, 1994
Gilberto Dominguez

August 19, 1994
Andrea Jeanne Schokker

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
May 19, 1995
Delbert Ralph Hart
William S Hickman
James C Hu
Peter James McCann
Roger Lee Miller
Michael T Schmidt
Haroon Taji

December 19, 1994
Charles Gordon Huffman
Yang Qian
Mahavand Pezeshki
Dukang Wu

August 19, 1994
Aki Arvid Apte
Raechee Kimball Hart
Sarmada Sengupta
Stephen Andrew Spooner

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 1995
Andres Blazquez
Peter Josef Tinschenko
David David Gilbertson
Eliax Glavinas
Kalichan Gurleyik
Shan-Hsin Hsu

*Indicates combined degree

Wonsuk Kim
Aaron David Lantermann
Qun Li
Liang-Chih Lin
Yi-Sheng Lin
Yu-Min Lin

*Marc Diamant Machringer
Sean Joseph Mahoney
William Joseph Neubert
James Anthony Ramsey
Mary Nanette Sandfly
Shih-Po Wang
Shi-Chian Wang
Chih-Ping Yu
Bubak Ziaee

December 19, 1994
Hamed M K Al-Azemi
Alex Elisa Chandra
Chih-Chuan Chang
Hung-chi Chen
An Li Taeje Konwilla
Matthew Leon Cooper
Karen Teresa Edge
John Lawrence Hurig
Chien-Tang Hu
Ching-Shiang Jeng
Steven Lawrence Kimbel
Ming-Te Peter Shi
Robert Scott Teichman
Michelle Marie Canavari Voyles
David Lee Williams
Jasper Y H Yang

August 19, 1994
Louis Gwo-chung Chen
David Anthony Kuefler

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND POLICY
May 19, 1995
Eitan Z Gunerman

December 19, 1994
Keith Cunningham
Joy Grillon
Steven S Sobo

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
May 19, 1995
*David Britt Bangert
Robert Allen Baur
Mary Beth Burka
Helen Elizabeth Cherry
Auricuca Otero
Richard George Pudio

Patricia Jan Sharp
Barton Jon Weish

December 19, 1994
Donald B Stock

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
May 19, 1995
Seung Pil Chung
Theodore Anthony Esswein

December 19, 1994
Ping Chen

August 19, 1994
Chia-Ching Su

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 1995
Sophie Paragisios Drakatos
Farzoo Fouladi
Toshiyuki Sadoi
Eric Darren Schachman
Christopher Darren Watchman
Christine Dedeker Whitmore

December 19, 1994
Olen L Bostick
Timothy Andrew Kelley
Scott Allen Lang
Jeffery Chandler Lewis
Peter-Yves Lucas
Christopher G Neiner
George Douglas Palmer
Kenneth Richard Perry
Scott Alan Robestein
William Ronald Stevens

August 19, 1994
Patrick Francis Cassidy
Larry Koon Wai Ching III
Peter S Devino
Jose Ignacio Huertas
Kouji Nakamura
Joseph F Zawadski II

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE
AND MATHEMATICS
May 19, 1995
Yen-Ming Jenney Chen
Travis Wade Cusick
Tsae Y Wang
Di Xiao
Zaam-Shiong Yang

December 19, 1994
Gregory John Grindey
Amy Elizabeth Jumers
Che-nan Tsai
Wen-Liang Wang

August 19, 1994
Rowerna Lynn Eberhardt
Moh Danil Hendry Gamal
Munim Souri

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN AFFAIRS
May 19, 1995
Steven William Blaser
Gang Chen
Berend De Jong
*Michael Curtis Ford
Mary Christine Lottes
Richard Robert Scharlet
Jeroen Van Brei
Luuk Harm van der Berg

December 19, 1994
Royden Albert Agostini

August 19, 1994
Nirmal Kananukutty
Erik Theodore Ratto

MASTER OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
May 19, 1995
William Michael Gould
John Henry Hadd
Gee Ron Jeffrey Heng
Kevin James Heuser
Patricia Diane Marx
Lisa Ann Smallwood
Robert Louis Tus
Lina Young

December 19, 1994
Steven Mark Hoover
Kenneth Lloyd LeDoux
Brian S McFerron
Robin Lee Randbaut

August 19, 1994
William W Li
Jose-Ramón Bles-Sánchez
Craig A Rosemann

*Indicates combined degree

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
May 19, 1995
In Computer Science
Jerome Yee H. Fung

In Electrical Engineering
Nader Mirakhorzai
Tierry Par

In Materials Science and Engineering
Sreeharamurthy Hariprasad

In Mechanical Engineering
David Harmon
Bo Zhao

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Jing Zhou

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
December 19, 1994
In Chemical Engineering
Srivats Palavajhala

In Civil Engineering
Michael Christopher Wendt

In Computer Science
Thomas Hoyt Fuller, Jr.
Charles Donald Wolfs

In Electrical Engineering
T'ai Lin
Seyyed M-R Mahdavian
George Dean Peterson
Emir Valdmanson

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Chuanfan Guo
Edward Phillip Loucks
Sadonari Suzuki

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
August 19, 1994
In Chemical Engineering
Pu-Sheng Cheng

In Electrical Engineering
Gary Edward Christensen

In Materials Science and Engineering
Chih-Wei Gerald Kuo

In Mechanical Engineering
Hyun-Chul Ji
Zohar Yosibash

In Systems Science And Mathematics
Prasanta Kumar De
Ning Hu
Miroslava Ilja Jankovic
THE SCHOOL OF
ARCHITECTURE

Candidates Presented by
Cynthia Weese, Dean

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY
IN ARCHITECTURE
May 19, 1995
Robert Ross Billiter
Bruce Alan Capelle
Mark William Chaniz
Evelyn Eiggers
Kevin Nicholas Novak
Gary Michael Ploeser

December 19, 1994
Lawrence Richard Pijut

MATERIAL OF ARCHITECTURE
May 19, 1995
Dawn Michele Bennett
Todd Allen Brandt
Theodore Alfred Cage
Juin-De Chen
Scott Edward Folks
Jeffrey Michael Frahm
Kentaroh Furuya
John Lewis Lande
Ellen M Haklad
Michael Alfred Harrison
Timothy Allan Hillhouse
Ronald E McGrath
Jimmy Lee Proven
Antonio Jaime Raiz
Wesley Brian Sargent
David A Skaggs
Sean Arthur Sullivan
Brian Joseph Vitala
Yu Wang
Heather L Wasilowski
Shi-Weun Yeh
Leslie Alexandra Zumdahl

December 29, 1994
Syed Rafi Ahmed
Marcia A Alcher
Susan Marie Barrett
David Way Coleman

THE JOHN M. OLIN
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Candidates Presented by
Lyn D. Pankoff, Acting Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
May 19, 1995
Summa Cum Laude
*Erik Lee Cleveinger
Robin Marie Dickey
Guglielmo Francesco Franco
Anthony Vincent Green
Russell David Klein
Michelle Marie Kraus

Magna Cum Laude
Jeffrey Mark Allman
Kevin William Babula
Kuralay Raushanovna Elesmesova
Howard Lawrence Kestenbaum
Eileen Wallam Leung
Anthony Randal Pope
Lisa Irene Robinson
Naomi Dela Rudich
Ross Bennett Shapiro
Robert Aten Seward
Eli Isaac Varon

May 19, 1995
Brant Howard Adler
Atul Kumar Agarwalla
Amy Nadine Albers
Lisa Robyn Alpert
Lawrence Nathan Andler
Wayne Barn-Barn Keith Pasion Boyce
Donald Edgar Breckenridge, Jr.
Eric Allan Bryan
Tamara Renee Carpenter
Detang Jay Chen
Bin Chotaka
*Brandon Nakoa Choy
Bradley Frank Christen
Amy Suzanne Clark
Denise Lorraine Clarke
Jason Adam Clowars
Bryan Keith Crock
Jason Thomas Delimitros
*Thomas Joseph Deutsch
Scott Hierrinon Drib
Natasha Nicole Edwards
David Michael Forman

*Magnus Cum Laude
Jeffrey Mark Allman
Kevin William Babula
Kuralay Raushanovna Elesmesova
Howard Lawrence Kestenbaum
Eileen Wallam Leung
Anthony Randal Pope
Lisa Irene Robinson
Naomi Dela Rudich
Ross Bennett Shapiro
Robert Aten Seward
Eli Isaac Varon

May 19, 1995
Brent Elbert Garcia
Brian Jay Goldblatt
Rachel Elizabeth Goldsmith
Gary Ian Goldstein
Todd Walter Greenbaum
Jami M Greenfield
Andrea Nicole Hagan
Mark Edwin Hastings
Neil Howard Haller
Scott Barrowman Hartzell
Eric Samuel Heller
Haywood Dall Holderness III
Elizabeth Weber Hough
Ching-jiu Hu
Eric Michael Jackson
Michael Scott Janeeck
Camille Diane Jefferson
Lisa Michelle Jetteho
Hillard Edward Johnmeyer III
Krissy Marie Jordan
Jorge Antonio Jurque
Kenneth Stephen Kutz
Douglas Harold Kenner
Shariq Wali Khan
Steven Michael Krogard
Robert Michael Laughlin
Heather Lorraine Lawrence
Nancy Ann Lefkowitz
Douglas Gerald Leip
Daniel Lawrence Lemkin
Dana Jill Levine
Susan Randolph Lewis
Woo Chee Lim
Max Alexander Lin
Monica Sherrill Massey
Brian James Matz
Sabrina Olivia McClandson
Matthew Brent McCracken
Mark Jason Melamut
Keith Eric Meyers
Jennifer Ruth Mohrmann
Daniel Thomas Mueller
Bashar Hassan Muneer
Benjamin Aaron Nadler
Saithe Nasrashafian
Shay Huyi Alice Ng
David Raymond Nichols
Toby Alan Niger
Jennifer Christine Nokes
Robert Douglas Ospalik
Laura Ann Peters
Megan Elizabeth Piefer
David Hacker Plotkin

Lili Anne Prude
Bridget Meredith Richardson
Andrew William Relfin
Sarah Catherine Ross
Tara Ann Salamone
Roberta Allen Salmer
Brooks Frederick Schaden
Eric Joseph Schaefer
Jason Elliott Serotta
Marc Stephen Siegel
Rebecca Ann Sladky
Mary Elizabeth Smiley
Adam Lanell Stanley
David Matthew Stephens
Dana Michelle Striar
Lisa Ellen Tikkamen
Andrew Jason Weinstei
*Kara Kei-Ling Welland
Ranada Yvette Williams
Chudar Yuvanajar
Lonny Misha Zion

December 19, 1994
Summa Cum Laude
Chad Jeremy Loegering

Magna Cum Laude
David Eugene Dauwitz
Craig A Teich

December 19, 1994
Jon Christian Hoffmeister
Cynthia Young-lee Kim
David Aaron Miller
Jeremy Brent Pearson
Stephanie Viola Stuckelford
Peter Eric Shadduck
Wayne Gareth Teeger
Susan Tiffany Westermeyer
Jeffrey Chi Kit Yau

August 19, 1994
Maja Husar
Michael Dennis O'Brien

MASTER OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
May 19, 1995
Northiro Adachi
David Eric Allen
Deborah Ashley-Petoff
Sun-Bo Bak
Barry F Baker
Donia L Barber
Alejandroucus Bastida
*Derek Michael Beaman
Penny Beth Bemus
Timothy Wayne Bergeron
Christopher Culver Biting
Andrew Paul Bonanno
Brett Richard Brandenberg
Jeffrey Scott Powrie
Mitchell Joel Pulwer
John Joseph Purcell III
Martin Lee Rapp
Kimberlee Jill Ratkin
Bruce Glenn Ray
Peter Thomas Raymond
Jennifer Michelle Rogan
Randi Aaron Reinehr
Laurie Ann Reitman
Robert Otto Ricci, Jr.
Jean Alberto Richa
Steven James Richards
Victor Lee Richer, Jr.
Tracy Ann Richers
*Thomas Arthur Rogers, Jr.
Pablo Roman
Timothy Patrick Ross
Sally Hennessy Roth
Julie Lynn Sanders
Dennis Michael Sandstedt
*Annmarie Padmanabhan-Santhanam
Janet Lee Sanwire
Carol Sue Sapp
Hiroyuki Sato
Leon Robert Schab, Jr.
Paul Anthony Schnapp
Cary Lane Schreiner
Christopher Jon Schultd
Janine Arlett Scott
Hitoshi Senda
John Thomas Seng
Ronald Dean Shamel
James Duke Sheffield
Lisa Helen Shifrin
Mark Edward Showers
Karl Alexander Simpson
*Kristin Elizabeth Smith
Stephen Edward Smith
Joseph Luther Steuzman
Erik A. Steiner
Timothy David Stephens
Gabrielle Stemman
Roosemarie Therese Stonehill
Matthew Donald Strong
Saldieran R Sukara
Champa Sunwoo
Ronald Jean Swindle
Koji Takashiki
Oumoud Khayri Ba Tall
Yusufu Tamakoshi
*Karen Sue Taylor
Yusue Tenzuka
James Henry Thomason
Scott Gerald Tillman
*Kevin Eric Telford
Joshua Joseph Tolman
Julia Emerson Tucker
Vinhova Vacanti
Connie L Van Fleet
Seun William Vanderdasson
Thamut Vassarachonnd
Galia Velimukhametova

Ralph J Vossmeier
Dennis Charles Wagner
Beth Zarman Warren
Christina Jane Wesdicht
Jay Herschel Weil
David Smart Wells
Yun-Oh Whang
*James Christopher White
Andrew T Whittaker
Susan Batts Whitemore
*Arthur Jerome Wicks
Jeffrey Lee Widener
Deborah J Wise
Jadlan Onesida Williams
Leslie Janka Williams
Clinton Von Wolf
Yuh-Ping Wu
Junichi Yamada
Katsuhiko Yamazaki
Peter John Yannakakis

December 19, 1994

Deanna Ott Alkon
Karen Alton Bertsch
Brian Collins Bernstein
Hermin Maximilian Bock
Paul Douglas Buschmeier
Bernice Pritcella Crues
Matthew Dann
Lynette Lee Dodds
Steven L Filchock
William Andrew Fleming, Jr.
*Andrew Beckman Frerick
*Robert Allen Freund, Jr.
Michael Francis Gasick
Paul Lee Grewek
Daniel Edward Gronke
Scott Patrick Hardwick
David Blu Hogenkamp
John Craig Hohlen
Elizabeth A Hoorne
Kevin Harry Ken
Dianne Louise Knopfer
Tammy Sue Kreel
Larry Stewart Lipschutz
Robert Todd Losby
Daniel L Turebier
*Deborah Lynn McDonnell
Yoshikin Min
Richard W Niewald
Christopher Carl Poehler
William John Probst
Karen Kay Rosenman
Martin H Rudin
Robert Paul Schroell II
Charles Edward Simmons, Jr.
Jeffrey E St. John
Robert Tfd Tochtermann
Chung-Cheng Tseng
Robert Vincent Vitale

*Tatnall William Warner
Angela Michele White
August 18, 1994
Kelly Rae Brkle
Scott Mitchell Aspreth
Sandra Ellen AuBuchon
Michael P Bono
Theodore Brian Corbett
Regan Frank Cox
Michelle Marie Eastman
James Albert Greenberg
Charlotte Hill
Jeffrey Alan Huber
Wendell G Iverson
Phillip Allen Lajunesse
Russell Owen Lamoore
Lynn Allen McFarlane
Charles Robb McKee
Matthew James McMullen
Steven Edward Miller
Robert Glen Moser
Anthony Gray Nunn
David Gary Pocost
Alan D Rosemon
Scott Weber Schmid
Shigeo Shimizu
Jack Van E
Paul A Wappelhont
Steven Lee Woods
Alan Andrew Zibars

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 19, 1995
Prasad Garlic
M Terese Kasson
Kamina L Merritt

Charles Lee Munson
Silvia Rigamonti

August 19, 1994
Samuel S Chan
Federico Nardiari
Gregory A Willard

*Indicates combined degree

Sarah Jane Hotaling
Shanii Beida
Tentino Beida
Hiroshi Isahama
Kiyoshi Iwai
Keith Eugene Janis
Andrew Allen Jenn
Daniel Wayne Johnson
Surendralal Lanchal Ramanbhai
Visweswara Rao Kaza
Robert Ward Kelly
Thomas Joseph Kelly
Faroq Ahmed Khan
Brook William Kilken
Dong Kim
Se-Yong Kim
Gerald Louis Klein
Lynn Suzanne Klein
Phee-Wah Koh
Bonnie Ellis Kottler
John Julian Krekelor
Jeffrey David Kress
Eiji Kubota
Enrique Jorge Kurzun
*Scott James Ladewig
Jane Snowden Lake
Peter Benedict Lakey
Douglas Paul Lang
William James Lasko
Daniel Joseph Lee
Michael Baasstark Leggat
James Lawrence Luddy
Lee Marilyn Lindner
Carlos Lopez-Abadia
Michele Ann Lucas
Kirsten Ann Lynch
Justine Elizabeth MacDonald
Deborah Renee Mafadyen
Martin Whittier Malloy
Kinichi Yo Matsushita
Diana Carol McCard
Timothy Jay McCoy
Neal Robert McGehee
Charlene Antoniette McNary
Go Meguro
Ann Leslie Melnick
Champ Thomas Merrick
Robbin Lee Michener
Takashi Mikiauchi
Cheryl Lynn Miller
Christopher Peter Mohr
Cheryl Ann Mothes
John Patrick Mulderg
John Rossa Murra
Stephen Lewis Newell
Roger Oronnac Niees
Eric Adam Notonson
Kiyoshi Nozaki
Jeffrey Ross Oates
Gordon James Olson
Warren Henry Philipp, Jr.
*Andrew Trice Pickens IV
Robert Bruce Pourcho

*Indicates combined degree
CANDIDATES PRESENTED BY
JOSEPH M. DEAL, DEAN

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
May 19, 1995

Anna Louise Abney
Amy Carol Albright
Mary Alma Boenker Allen
Kristin Lynn Anderson
Nicole Rae Bassett
Karen Joy Bowman
Samantha Michelle Burton
Macy Armstrong Casian
Run Sok Cho
Dale Thomas Cobb III
Alexandra Louise Dames
Jeremy David Donelson
Allysa Robyn Drewes
Nao Essaki
Michael James Farrell
Matthew Paul Finizio
Zachary William Foley
Matthew Todd Gainer
Jennifer Marie Gibson
Lynda Kathleen Ginsburg Pye
Moira Lynn Gleason
Elizabeth Rachel Goldberg
Leonard May Grumbach
Leigh Jessica Hanna
Lara Kim Harris
David Louis Hayward
James Mark Heat
William Hudson Horton
Sara Elizabeth Janjigian
Tavia Ann Jimenez
Katrina Lynn Johnson
Yael Katz
Jody Ishmael Kivot
Michael Edward Lavey
Wayne Sang-Hyuk Lee
Yerin Fei-Chuang Lin
Jenny Rebecca Lowe
Joshua John Marsh
Nacomi Anastasia Martinez
Eric C. Meier
Matthew Ian Monroe
Vanda Nagy
Melissa Germaine Nichols
Stephanie Anne Northrop
Claire Marguerite O'Laughlin
Melissa Brad Parsons

*Indicates combined degree

December 19, 1994
Katherine Harumiti Aoki

August 19, 1994
Mark William Breuggeman

MAY 19, 1995

Danielle Arden Aegerter
Claude Francis Allen
Edward Charles Allen
Paige Elaine Averett
Jennifer Brenn Baker
Jennifer Cooper Baker
Kathryn Joy Bakker
Geralynne Susan Baslock
Richard Lee Batmann II
Emma Jane Belles
Elizabeth Hope Blackwell
Kennedy Bloom
Randi Iris Bloom
Kersten Anna Blumhardt
Julie Elizabeth Bradlock
Delphia Vernell Brown
Elizabeth Anne Brown
Jodi L. Brown
Olisa DeAnna Brown
Senotia Ann Brown
Wendy Ellen Brown
Gwendolyn Ann Bryant-King
Christine Kathryn Buckley
Mary Ellen Capriglione-Harris
Cynthia Anne Carver
Maureen Courtenay Chamberlin
Ling-Ping Chen
Richard Kenneth Cina
Natalie King Clapp
Shirley Renick Crenshaw
Susan Jordan Danstedt
Annie May Davis
Loretta Denise Davis
Margaret Anne DeWeese-Bloyd
Lisa Beth Dobkin
Heather Anne Douglas
Jeffrey Lee Evans
Sharon Rae Farber
Sheri Lynn Fernandez
Angie Louise Garcia
Julie Marshall Gauble Stangel
Janet Caswell Gillow
Rachel Emily Goldenstein
Lena Marie Hagenie
*Stacy Robin Hart
*Libby C. Hartsinn

*Indicates combined degree

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

May 19, 1995

Todd Frederick Haydon
Pamela Marie Heck
Laurie Eilse Heller
Christina Ann Hinchcliff
Hsiao-Ting Ho
William Chadwick Holbrook
Kristin Elizabeth Holdt
Sarah Anne Hull
Wendy Leigh Holmesmeier Hummel
Candace Lee Jacob Iveson
Heidi Renee Gabrielson Jaeger
Jodi Marie Jaworski
Tanay Ella Jhaj
Elizabeth Eames Johnson
Heidi Frightingerdoff Johnson
Leitaa Kristine Johnson
Lori Marie Judge
Daynand Shivalingachar Kanakatte
Anita Kasdan
Catherine Lorraine Kunes
Patricia Kay Lendel-Fish
Wendell Hamilton Lemmer
Kathleen Barnard Linder
Amy Lit
Virginia Drywater-Long
Sarah Elizabeth Makuta
Shelly Monique Markham
Denise Lorraine McBain
Karine Anne McManus
Laure Ann McDowell
Karen Elizabeth Messenger
Shaneen Rae Michael
Laura Ann Moehn
Gina Marie Montanaarella
Amanda Ann Moore
Theresa Marie Murphy
Robos Gerber Nelson
Elizabeth Ann Newsom
Tracy Lynn Niergarth
Kusunshi Arushie Ngapuyiya
Shannon Marie Olsen
Michael Thomas Onofrio
Heidi Anne Osgood
John L. Patterson
Sonya Pelli
Michael Milton Peter
Allen Marcellus Rader
Suzanne Lynn Reiman
Betty Jan Richardson
Deena Louise Ruddle
Pamela LaTresse Russell
Nicholas James Rutkowski
Stephanie Savin

*Indicates combined degree

December 19, 1994

Naji Khmeis Almal Almangawi
Farraj Sulaiman Mussa Al-Farraj
Hammad Ali S. Alhamoud
Sheila Christine Alkopp-Miller
Susan Cherry Becker
Kristin Marie Berg
Barbara Robin Berger
Alex Bornstein
Lori A. Briggs
Kathri Sue Bureson
Dina Rant Caringer
Charlotte Dawn Chavis
Yin-Chyi Chou
Kimmi Tron Collins
Carolyn Kelleher Corley
Iris Cole
Anita Daniel
Melissa Margaret Dann
Kimberly Ann Derpyn
Judith Markel Ellison
Patricia Sue Emert
Dollene A. Engel
Barbara L. Farrell
Holly Denise FitzPatrick
Sean Kevin FitzPatrick-Ochoa
Laura Lynn Gill
Linda Walker Glover
Joan Erwinna Grignais
Trinette Marie Hawkins
Cecilia Irionos Bivonas
John Scott Kroener
Sitting Leon
Julie Gray Linkon
Jennifer S. Lussman
Melinda J. Meadows-Kruper
Marva Elaine Miller
John Edward Muench
Gloria J. Newell
Catherine Karimii Nkonoge
Susan Lee Onnen
THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Candidates Presented by
Dorsey D. Ellis, Jr., Dean

DOCTOR OF LAW
May 29, 1995
Terri J. Abernathy
Brett David Anderson
Allen Asch
Howard K. Au
David Bradley Aufrecht
Cynthia Leigh Averboch
Edmund C Baird III
Lyndell N Beard
Norman Kenneth Beck
Annette J Benish
*Todd R Benson
Nancy Ann Marshall Bemer
Carolyn Bernstine
Elizabeth Ann Blackstone
Mary Katherine Blades
Michael Dennis Bloomquist
David Steele Bohnig
Erik John Bolinder
Michael Jeffrey Boxerman
Chris Bozanos
Timothy Lawrence Brennan
*Stephen Bernard Brown
Mark Steven Brown
Curt Eugene Burwell
Diane M Buschmann
Dominic Edward Capeci
Richard Paul Cassetta
Lorraine Kay Cavazos
Lyell Harmon Champagne
Scott Michael Chamoy
Ruben K Chauinquias
Mark William Clark
Deane Charles Clarke
*Andrew Clayton
Laura A Cole
Lesley Ann Corey
Patricia Lynn Coran
Edward J Cummings III
Drew Hillard Davis
Linda M Davis
James Bryan Day
Regina Gabriella Del Priore
Scott W DePlonty
David Mitchell Dickson
Thomas David Donofrio
*Tamara Ann Drummond
Gary Paul Du Bois
Michelle Kim Briggs Duensing
*Christine Elizabeth Edwards
*Thomas Joseph Egan III
Scott Lee Olson Emery
Loren Israel Entinger
Thomas Edgar Evans
Bonnie Susan Finley
Randall Thomas Fockens
*Michael Curtis Ford
Daniel F Fossier
*Gary Allen Francesconi
Gary Allen Gardner
Renée Ja Garry
Seth Jeremy Gerson
*Robyn Lea Glaser
Francis Laughlin Goetz
Lisa Ann Goldberg
Michael Philip Goldman
Sara Elizabeth Goldsmith
Kerry M Griggs
Suping Guo
Jeffrey Alan Hamburg
Brent Adams Hannafan
Peter Alan Hardy
Michael Charles Harlow
Joy Xavier Harris
*Stacy Robin Harts
John Layton Hester
Xiaodong Hou
Shuang Hu
John E Hulverson
Tasseem Hussain
Tasha Lanea Jackson
Elizabeth Mara Johnson
Elizabeth Irene Johnson
LeRoy W Karikis
Susan Hillary Kahaner
David Joseph Kates
Heather Lynne Kennedy
Scott Kessler
Alice R Kinsey
Emily Ann Kirk
Juli Christine Koetter
Grotchen Konara
Karen Louise Kramer
Keith A Kraus
Seth David Krauss
Jeremy Robert Kruegel
Ellen Voll Krueger
Stephen Ward Kurad
Lisa K Lange
Gregg M Lerner
Karen Beth Levin
Julie Ann Levy
Lili Li
Trent Yijiang Li
Jenlyn Elizabeth Lipe
Catherine Ann Loveless
*Marc Diamant Machtinger
Christopher D Man
Paul Harry Mandal
Daniel Peter Marcotte
Richard David Martindale
Brendan Patrick Maturen
Gregory Paul May
Alton Kent Mayo
Kirk James McCabe
Alicia S McDonnell
Catherine Marie McNicholl
Meacham Jeremy Edward Meyer
Aaron Phillip Micke
Samuel Michael Mirkin
William S Mitchell
Lisa Maria Middlethorpe
Timothy Cietas Moll
Salvatore Phillip Montalbano
Benjamin Mark Morof
Ian Hugh Morrison
Tami Zeider Morrissey
Charles Vincent Muscarello
Christopher J Nelson
Lindsay Anne Elizabeth Newbold
Peter Christian Nordstron
Todd Joseph Olima
Melissa Elizabeth Oster
Michael F Otto
Valerie J Pacer
Sineath Aronson Padmore
Allison Ames Page
Michael D Page
Cynthia Shannon Parker
Rachel Eden Parker
Tamara Tatiana Pataly
James Michael Paul
Stefanie Sue Pearlman
Dean Andrew Peltier
Daniel C Perkins
*Andrew Trice Pickens IV
Roger D Pilcher
Walter Todd Pilcher
Charles Anthony Pirrello
Richard H Poulson
Michael Jonathan Prinsep
Robyn Diane Ragland
Irwin Perry Raj
David T Rankin
Saleem William Raza
Brendon Patrick Riley
*Thomas Arthur Rogers, Jr.
Peter Andrew Roth
Lisa Estele Brousso
Elizabeth Brownlee
Lisa Lynne Russell
Christine Anne Ryan
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
William A. Peck, M.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
December 19, 1994

Summa Cum Laude
Carol Ann Martin

Magna Cum Laude
Donna J. Hoefcher
Christina McNelly Walk
Amy Jo Williamson

Cum Laude
Gina Lynne Bussink
Beth Ann Blechle
Julie Kay Behmer
Stacy M Broco
Lisa Ann Fowler
Sarah Ann Guzman
Paige Elise Kramer
Kelly Jean Krotz
Julie Aynn Tessler
Clara Lee Vinue

December 19, 1994
Padma Devi dini
Vivi Y Fang
Robyn Rae Gindler
Andrea Michelle Jackson
Deborah Michelle King
Kimberly Jean Koester
Penny D Leigh
Darla Juliet Lundberg
Jeffrey Scott Powell
Jenny Ann Warner
Kristine Elizabeth Yung
Terri Phillips Zielinski

August 19, 1994
Cindy Lee Crabtree

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
May 19, 1995
Nawal Khalil Al-Hadi
Patricia Anne Veit

*Indicates combined degree

December 19, 1994
Carrie LeAnn Batterson
Theresa Marie Becker
Erin Jean Carlson
Karen Sue Cayton
Cindy Ann Cunningham
Kimberly Joy Edlund
Angela Kay Ellerbusch
Angela Christine Eulund
Joanne Elizabeth Flanagan
Michele Renee Gettinger
Deborah Lynn Hinder
Jennifer Marie Hartley
Gary Martin Koepp
Angela Marie Lepet
Irving Lynn Lasky
Joseph Bishop Martin
Sabrina Renee Mathews
Katherine Regina Meyer
Kristie Moritz Middendorf
Kimberly Therese Mielke
Kerri Lea Mills
Timothy M Mullen
Heidi Medea Nemeth
Denise Marie Nepveux
David Newman
Jacquelyn Sue Nieber
Sharon Louise Nordling
Wendy Kay Olson
Thomas Stephen Quattrociocchi
Michelle Ann Rast
Chrsiy Lynn Sheets
Frances C Schmoker
Rita Ann Schroeder
Jana Lynn Tucker
Angela Sue Whalen
Marie Jeanine York

August 19, 1994
Deborah Ellen Fink

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
May 19, 1995
Heidi Roderick Cummings
Erica Yvonne Davis
Bryan John Gibly
Karen Gorlick

December 19, 1994
Timothy William Bass

*Indicates combined degree

December 1, 1994
Nancy Marie Barsness
Dawn Marie Beiseigel
Amy Ruth Boldon
Shawn Celeste Bonar
Patrick Keith Brown
Lisa Rae Cars
Laura Margaret Carroll
Derrick Howard Criss
Jane Elizabeth Doherty
Rebecca I. Eveningham
Marlene Feidelman
Kathryn Michelle Festge
Jerilyn Jo Fricke
Margaret Elena Green
Karen Elaine Hartman
William Earl Herbst
Katherine Caroll Hewitt
Valerie Benita Higgins
Kristin Marie Holbys
Eric Culver Hoffman
Michelle Renee Hoffman
Paul Marcel Irwin
Lisa Marie Jackson
Andrea Jeanette Jansson
Scott William Jennings
Louise Koblin
Mustafa Can Koluman
Deborah Elaine Koval
Sarah Catherine Regina Kranz
Valentin Kvartman
Gregory Lindsey Lane
Kris ten Elizabeth Lichterman
Amanda Ann Medden
Andrea Jill Martin
Karen Ellen McClure
Jana Lynn McDaniel
Julie Anne Meeks
Julie Nadine Meyer
Kirsten Colleen Mosio
Wendy Suzanne Nelson
Elizabeth Anne Ostreich
Stacie Diana Peterson
Christine Marie Pruhns
Frank Martin Pac
Beth Ann Pyrlewicz
L Howard Quackenbush II
Mollie Rae Bakers
Michelle Marie Reader
Audra Jo Robinson
Abraham Rodriguez
Elizabeth Kay Riliff
Audra Lee Ross
Leslie Rochelle Shaw
David Andrew Smith
Leslie Smith
Jill Marie Sommerer
Michael Thomas Stein
Tracie L Steigman
Jeremy Michael Stillwell
Jill Karen Maute Thorndyke
Michelle Renee Tyrell
Christine M Valpey
PRIZES, AWARDS AND HONORS

Dina Katau Faulkner
Vahid Feiz
*Gregory Dean Foltz
Brian Kent Gehbach
*Jonathan Neil Glickman
*Sandip Ashok Godambe
*Howard Parker Goodkin
James Hampton, Jr.
*Amy Beth Heinberger
*Jonathan William Heusel
Kenneth Robert Hirsch
Alice Jiayi Ho
Todd Ken Hortich
Phillip Andrew Horwitz
*Benjamin Li-Ping Liu
David Mark Huebner
David Alan Hunstad
Lance Elliot Jackson
*Michael George Jakeby IV
Matthew Theophel Jarzow
Howard Edward Jarvis IV
*Patrick Yin Kan Jay
Krista Marie Johnson
Yoon Kang
Janet Wen-Yum Kao
Lawrence Steven Kaskowitz
*Mike Chunguck Kim
Eric Lee Kirchmann
Kraig Russell Kirkpatrick
Brett Mancos Kисела
Mark Andrew Koler
*Michael Spencer Kolodney
Michael John Kraulis
Carl Neil Kraus
Jason Seth Kromholtz
*Lori Jean Kutka
Mark William La Starza
Renmae Suzette Lattendouere
Brian Eric Lawer
Wai Leong Lee
John Joseph Lehman, Jr.
Kenneth Anaki Liu
William Lee Lyons
Nancy Elizabeth MacDonald
*Call Christine Matheny
Timothy James McCulley
Derrick Scott McKinley
Richard Frank Mickevitchus
David Haim Miller
David Paul Miller
Michael Jay Naylor
Jaimie Thienhoun Nguyen
*Deborah Yis Novaek
David Andrew Olak
Christopher Michael Palmer
*John Yong Park
Nona Michelle Perez
Douglas Hartley Pogue
*Brooke Elaine Porter
Brent Alan Porter
Jonathan David Prinnak
Ahldorze Raisi
Suzanne Elizabeth Rastorfer
John Moses Reynolds IV
Scott Isu Beznik
David Bruce Richardson
*Charles Willard Mortimer Roberts
Thomas Charles Robey
John Deron Rogakos
Soham Roy
*Caroline Marie Rudnick
Joel Timothy Ruff
Sheryl Lynn Salaris
*Joel Corey Schein
Timothy Edmund Schendel
Kari Ann Schmidt-Oliver
Douglas Lee Schulte
*Jonathan Edmund Silber
Gregory Scott Sinnick
Andrew Augustus Smith
Steven Lynn St. Peter
*Gregory Scott Stacy
Ann Elizabeth Starr
*Brian Louis Strauss
Kristin Dilsa Strawheeker
Robert Todd Stinker
*John Chau-Pin Sun
Martha Sue Terry
John Daryl Thornton
Nichol Marie Trump
*Mark Albert Velecka
James Cleo Walter IV
Po Wei Wang
Scott Paul Wasserstrom
Debella Chia Wu
Natawather Prasethyon Young
*Robert Lindsay Young
John Martin Zempel
Patrick Hardin Zimmerman
Theresa Gwende Zogala

June 10, 1994
Jacqueline Louise Hoffman
Brenda Annette Myers-Powell

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Deborah Judith Arkush
Admission Prize for Best Honors Thesis in French
David Alan Baerbeck
John G. Jutkowitz Memorial Fund Prize in Performing Arts
Jared Murray Bauer
John C. Sowden Prize in Chemistry
Laura Ann Bass
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence
Ann Yona Berman
D. W. Cramer Prize for Dance
Michael Stephen Chua
Marian Smith Specter Prize in Biology
John Charles Cole
Harlan Dailey Stalker Prize in Biology
Erica Renee Davis
David Bronsen Prize for Excellence in German Studies
Thomas Joseph Deutsch
Todd Lewis Friedman Prize in Political Science

ETHAN A. H. SHEPLEY AWARD
In recognition of leadership, scholarship and service to the University Community.
Delvin Anthony Brynn
Debbie Elaine Busler
Brian Glenn Carlson
Danielle Ann Dalby
Jamie Leigh Gray
Aimee Diane Israel
Lisa Michelle Jericho
Sayar Lorial
Antoine Marconoi Meaux
Howie E Olson
Melissa Bradt Parsons
Michael Gavin Rodman
Brad Andrew Rubin
Adam Lanell Stanley
Helen Huang-Wei

W. ALFRED HAYES AWARD
In recognition of student-athletes who by personal example have provided constructive leadership at Washington University.
Amy Nadine Albers
Daum Tapiwa Baker
Matt Alex Gomric
Robert Todd Hannum
Genevieve B Melton
Kevin Neebes
Ann M Quenette

A. GWENDOLYN DREW AWARD
In recognition of students who with superior academic standing who have contributed positively to campus athletics.
Genevieve B Melton
Antoine Marconoi Meaux

BRIDGETTE ANNE DEVANEY
Outstanding Senior Italian Major
Morton Danbach
David Bronsen Prize for Excellence in German Studies
Nishi Luthra Prize in Philosophy
*Carrie Nicole Fletcher
Antoinette Frances Danses Award
*Dédrès Leonore Foote
Antoinette Frances Danses Award
*Kurt William Fried
*Leota Diesel Ashton Prize in Playwriting
*Nathan Lewis Garroy
Antoinette Frances Danses Award
Benjamin Brandon Guder
Pfui Epsilon and Ross Middlemiss Prize in Mathematics
Keith Leonard Halverstram
Antoinette Frances Danses Award
Lisa Suzanne Hibbard
Sherman Eoff Prize for Excellence in Spanish
Brian Christopher Hicks
Ernest L. Ohle Award in Earth Sciences
Lucinda Davis Lessley
Achievement in German Prize
Abigail Lee Mansson
Senior Physics Prize for Outstanding Performance
Kristen Joy Mathews
Antoinette Frances Danses Award
*Kenneth Stephen Mitchell
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence
Scott Perry Nudelman
Putnam Examination Prize in Mathematics
*Amanda Guild Oberg
Achievement in German Prize
Gabrielle Oliff
Senior Research Award in Social Thought and Analysis
Ian Frederick Pulizzotto
Putnam Examination Prize in Mathematics
AlSaande Cavanagh Rapps
Antoinette Frances Danses Award
David Jeffrey Routh
Arnold J. Lien Prize in Political Science
Henri Louis Rozier
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence
Lawrence D Rutledge
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence
Pascalline Isabelle Rybakova
Margaret Ewing Prize for Acting
Paul Anthony Scheet
Marion Smith Specter Prize in Biology
Jacob Patrick Schwartz
Harrison Dailey Stalker Prize in Biology
*Gillian Kaye Sharer
Courrier Woman Memorial Prize in Earth Sciences
Susan Claire stephenson
Percy Tucker Fellow in Economics
Mike Warren Castle He The Computer Science Departmental Chairman's Award The GOLDEN KEY- National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors

Eveline Casimir The Class of 1981 Scholarship

Brian Andrew Chaput The YWCA Military Service Scholarship

Peter Pui Tai Chiu The GOLDEN KEY- National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors

Shirley Jean Comfort The Continuing Education Departmental Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement

Nathan Kinzo Crawshaw The GOLDEN KEY - National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors

The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA - National Leadership Honorary for Seniors

Julie Lynn Daigleau The Emlen L. Deekie Memorial Scholarship

Sean Aaron Dickman The D. W. Wainsky Scholarship

Rachel Jennifer Di Mora The Washington University SIAM (Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics) Chapter Award in Applied Mathematics

Kirsten Louise Dockstader The William Tao and Associates Scholarship

Inna Drut The GOLDEN KEY - National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors

Natalia Patricia Dunaeff The Daniel Brissa Memorial Scholarship

Amy Lyn Du Val The Engineering and Policy Departmental Senior Award for Services to the Department of Engineering and Policy and Professional Excellence

The GOLDEN KEY- National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors

The MORTAR BOARD - National Honorary for Seniors

The Dean’s Honorary Tennis Club

Debra Ekins The Laura and William Jens Scholarship

Kirt Luu Ervin Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship

Michael Gatchalian Escano The Harrison Elsborg Scholarship

Eric Robert Farstater The Harold P. Brown Fellowship

Monica Lorraine Fischer The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Senior

The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Junior

The Class of 1985 Scholarship

The GOLDEN KEY- National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors

The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship

The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship

The Pauline Fitzman Eides Scholarship

Glen David Flanagan III The Electrical and Computer Engineering Scholarship

Marilyn Galadriel Flores The Computer Science Departmental Award for Contributions to the Student Chapter of the Association for Computing Machinery

Diana Marcella Flotten The Admiral and Rear Admiral Shedd Scholarship

The Kenneth Balk and Associates Scholarship

Jeremy Lane Fresh The Electrical Engineering Departmental Award for Technical Achievement

Todd Stewart Frisbie The Corinna Brothers Scholarship

Maurice Otavio Funches The Ralph Bunche Scholarship

Polina Gerstberg The Chemical Engineering Departmental Saint Louis Section, American Institute of Chemical Engineers Annual Award for Academic Excellence

The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement

The GOLDEN KEY - National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors

John Daniel Glover The Robert J. Getty Memorial Scholarship

The Frances F. Althaus Scholarship

Brett Goldstein The Mechanical Engineering Departmental Erwin C. Hoelscher/ASME Outstanding Senior Award

The Robert W. Otto Scholarship

Ryan Matthew Gorner The Harold and Miller Goller Scholarship

The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship

Cynthia Rose Green The Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lohman Scholarship

The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship

Benjamin Brandon Gum The National Mathematical Contest in Modeling Recognition the ORSA (Operations Research Society of America) Mentorship program

PI MU EPSILON - Honor Society for Mathematics

The Alexander S. Langsdorf Fellowship

Michael Louis Gutsche The Robert F. and Marjorie Motz Scholarship

Christopher Jon Hagedorn The Chemical Engineering Departmental American Institute of Chemists Foundation Award

The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship

Christopher C Hagner The Robert D. McKay Scholarship

Friscor Chih Suu Ho The Electrical Engineering Departmental Award for Design Excellence

Reggie Lee Hoog The Lewis T. Hardy Scholarship

Michael Cole Huckaby THURTINE - Leadership Honorary for Juniors

Prabhleen Kaur The Computer Science Departmental Digital Equipment Corporation Outstanding Junior Award

The Electrical Engineering Departmental Award for Outstanding Junior

Mary Catherine Johnson The Warren K. Gegenman Memorial Scholarship

The John W. and Rosemary Koorish Scholarship

David Kent Johnson The Wayne M. Park Memorial Scholarship

David Matthew Johnson The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship

Eric Theodore Johnson The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence

The Gustef R. Kiewit Memorial Scholarship

Anyesha Maree Jones The Eugene G. Logan, Jr. Scholarship

Ross Scott Jones THURTINE - Leadership Honorary for Juniors

Jeffrey Ransom Karam The Civil Engineering Departmental Missouri Chapter, American Concrete Institute Scholarship

The Norman J. Stupp Memorial Scholarship

Robin Bruce Ketcham The Terry and Evelyn Fuldner Scholarship

Lynn Suzanne Klein The Kurt and Joan Slep Scholarship

Samuel Aaron Kline The Civil Engineering Departmental Junior Class Award for Academic Excellence

The Civil Engineering Departmental Sophomore Class Award for Academic Excellence

Li Suz Kong The GOLDEN KEY - National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors

David Paul Lamore e The Engineering and Policy Departmental Junior Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement

Jerry Nicholas Lam e The Dean’s Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement

The Electrical Engineering Departmental David Levy Outstanding Senior Award

The Computer Science Departmental Award for Academic Excellence

The Society for Technical Communication, Saint Louis Chapter 1994 Technical Writing Competition Award

The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship

The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship

The Russell R. Pfieffer Outstanding Junior Award in the Department of Electrical Engineering

The Sun Microsystems Outstanding Junior Award in the Department of Computer Science

Shawn Ashley Laussne The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship

The Ralph Bunche Scholarship

The Horner and Shifrin Scholarship

Christine Wing-Yee Leung The Anne Tao Scholarship
The GOLDEN KEY - National Honors Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors
Joseph Levy THURMAN - Leadership Honorary for Juniors
Rob Allan MacPhie The Eimer W. Lueckerath Scholarship
Jeffrey Paul Mahn The SEMCOR Endowed Scholarship
W Robert Mamola The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
Douglas Cameron Mauch The William Graves Scholarship
Christopher R McDermott The Class of 1991 Scholarship
James Robert McFarland The Society for Technical Communication St. Louis Chapter 1994 Technical Writing Competition Award
Genevieve B Melton The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship
The Alexander S Langdorff Fellowship
Daniel Roy Miller The Class of 1992 Scholarship
Matthew Roman Mr. Minjack The Robert R. Walter Scholarship
Gary Bryan Mitchell The Lucie N. Boitine Memorial Scholarship
Kevin Raymond Mitzen The Dean’s Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
The Electrical Engineering Department David Levy Outstanding Senior Award
The Electrical Engineering Department Russell R. Pfeiffer Outstanding Junior Award
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship
The Alexander S. Langdorff Fellowship
Sandra Jean Morgan The Hermann F. Spoerl Memorial Scholarship
Shawn Lynn Morgan The John P. Wilson and Kathleen K. Wilson Scholarship
The GOLDEN KEY - National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors
Laura Susan Nathan The George W. F. and Martha Russell Myers Scholarship
Katharine Marie Overton The Mechanical Engineering Department Erwin C. Hoeschler/ASME Outstanding Senior Award
Michelle Ann Parsley The Dean’s Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
The Civil Engineering Department Senior Class Award for Exceptional Academic Excellence
The Civil Engineering Department Saint Louis Concrete Scholarship
The Civil Engineering Department Sophomore Class Award for Academic Excellence
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship
Sherri A Pelster The Mechanical Engineering Department Joseph Razek Prize
The Hermann F. Spoerl Memorial Scholarship
The GOLDEN KEY - National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors
Breck Andrew Petriollo The Raymond R. Tucker Memorial Scholarship
Jill Phillips The August and Ruth Honey Scholarship
Melissa Jean Pike The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
Christoph Ritschel Placzek The Saint Louis-San Francisco Railway Scholarship
Jeffrey Scott Powrie The Computer Science Department Award for Professional Excellence
The Harold and Millie Guller Scholarship
The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship
Irfan Pyrari The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship
Stephen Randolph The Francis and Larry Roth Scholarship
Michael Bruce Reif The Daniel Brunda Memorial Scholarship
Joshua Michael Robinson The Mary Jane Bodine Scholarship
Samuel Jacob Rosen The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship
Meri Damien Schmitz The Earl and Janet Bumiller Charitable Trust Scholarship
Doron Shiloach The Allen Barco Memorial Scholarship
Polly Jean Shrewsby The Chemical Engineering Departmental Stanley J. Proctor Award for Service to the Department
The Jean and Raymond Winkler Scholarship
Carrie Beth Smalley The Mechanical Engineering Departmental American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers Scholarship
The GOLDEN KEY - National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors
The LOCK and CHAIN Sophomore Honorary
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship
James Christopher Southwick The Don Essex Family Scholarship
John Peter Steingrube The Constructive Innovation Departmental Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
Edward L Tan The Harrie DeB. Brown Fellowship
Stephanie Danielle Teumer The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
David Glenn Tessier The SEMCOR Endowed Scholarship
Kurt Emil Trostel The Jerome J. Specter Memorial Scholarship
Elliott Spencer Verner The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement
Simna Gorochov White The Chemical Engineering Departmental Saint Louis Section, American Institute of Chemical Engineers Annual Award for Academic Excellence
The Chemical Engineering Departmental American Institute of Chemical Engineers Outstanding Sophomore Award
The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship
The MORTAR BOARD - National Honorary for Seniors
David Reynolds Wilczek The Class of 1988 Scholarship
Division of Continuing Education—Final Honors
Gordon Joseph Bernardy
Randall Eugene Blackburn
Shirley Jean Comfort
Francis Gerard Conner
James Melvin Denney
Stephen Robert Fort
Sharon T Goddard
Dwight Michael Jacobi
Henry Victor Lee
Julie A Richardson
Michael R Sibthorp
John Peter Steingruba
Miles B Whiteman

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Marshall Bashant Brown Faculty Award
Saskia Jeanette Dresler The Betty Lou Custer Award
Jeffrey Michael Rahm Freede Winternet Prize in Architecture
Daniel Peter Polaciki Alpha Rho Chi Medal
Brian Joseph Voll American Institute of Architects Medal
Donald Nelson Koster III
Tammie Lai Lee Fitzgibbon Sketch Competition Second Prize Winners
Marshall Bashant Brown
Matthew Christopher Green
David Adams Hollister
Fitzgibbon Sketch Competition Honorable Mention
Master of Architecture with Honor
John Peter Steingrube
Ellen M Haddad
Thomas Daniel Polaciki
David A Skaggs
Heather L Wasilowski
Robert Hutton Wolfe
Leslie Alexandra Zundahl

THE JOHN M. OLIN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Amy Nadine Albers Outstanding Student Athlete Award
Lawrence Nathan Anderson Student Achievement Award
Laura A Cosenza Berenson The Joseph W. Towlie Prize in Human Resource Management and Organizational Behavior
Erica Lee Cleveendge Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship Key
Alan Rae Copenhaver The Provost’s Individual Prize in Operations and Manufacturing Management
Thomas Joseph Deutsch David L. Tandy Award in Business Ethics
Dorinda Blakeleys de Forest John Wayne Litchum Memorial Award
The Hubert C. "Hub" Moog Prize
David L. Tandy Award in Business Ethics
Brent Elbert Garcia Outstanding Student Athlete Award
Neil Howard Haller International Business Student Award
Sarah Jane Hathaway Hiram and Mary Newtoner Prize
Andrew Allen Jenn Wall Street Journal Award
Michelle Marie Kraus Arthur M. Selzter Accounting Award
Loeb Prize in Leadership
Eric Adam Nottomson Milford Bohm Prize in Marketing
Anthony Randall Pope Financial Executives Institute Award
Tara Ann Salamone Outstanding Student Athlete Award
Russ Bennett Shapiro Wall Street Journal Award
Kari Alexander Simpson International Business Student Award
Junchi Yamao The Powell Niland Prize in Operations and Manufacturing Management

Honors House Management
Jeffrey Mark Altman
Brandon Nakoa Choy
Erik Lee Ceverino
Thomas Joseph Deutsch
Rubin Marie Dickey
Guglielmo Francesco Franco
Rachel Elizabeth Goldsmith
Anthony Vincent Green
Howard Lawrence Kestenbaum
Russell David Klein
Michelle Marie Kraus
Daniel Lawrence Lemkin
Eileen Wallam Leung
Saharina Olivia McLendon
Keith Eric Meyers
Anthony Randall Pope
Lisa Irene Robinson
Adam Leland Stanley
Craig A Teich
Eli Isaac Varon
Beta Gamma Sigma Initiates (BGSa)

*Ericho Lee Cleverger
*Robin Marie Dickey
David Eugene Duwitz
Kendall Rauhnenova Elenesova
Guglilmmo Francesco Franco
*Anthony Vincent Green
*Russell David Klein
*Michele Marie Kraus
*Chad James Loehner
Anthony Randal Pope
Naomi Delia Rudich
Elisa Isaac Varon

*initiated as undergraduates

Ph.D.
Kenneth F. Chilton
Christopher Reece Marshall

Alpha Mu Alpha National Honor Society (BGSa)
Ericho Lee Cleverger
Robin Marie Dickey

BDA
Lynette Lee Dodillet
Keith Moon Feiho
David Stanley Green
Elizabeth A. Howeier
Michela Ann Lucas
Cheryl Lynn Miller
Eric Adam Notonsson
David Gary Pocost
Joel Paul Polter
Pablo Romero
Jen Lee Sansone
Christopher Jon Schulte
Erik A Steiner
Gabrielle Studman

National Honor Society of the Financial Management Association (BDA)
Lisa Robyn Alpert
Kendall Rauhnenova Elenesova
Guglilmmo Francesco Franco
Elizabeth Weber Hough
Keith Eric Meyers
Satish Nair
Anthony Randal Pope
Lisa Irene Pujol
Ross Bennett Shapiro
Robert Aten Sheard

BDA
Kelly Rae Arble
Derek Michael Beaman
Brian Collins Bennet
Henning Maximilian Bock
Mitchell P. Bonob
Brett Richard Brandenburg
Michael Brian Bude
Dennis Bonnutt Butts
Alan Rae Copenhaver
Regan Frank Cox
Kathleen Mary Cramer
David Cowen Diefenbaker
Timothy Patrick Doolittle

Claudia Miller Froberg
Sandra Farley Graves
David Alan Gray
Daniel Edward Groneck
John William Hertel
Beth Anne Hileman
Andrew Allen Jenn
Surenraddal Lanca Kasenbasi
Beck William Kilien
Russell Owen LaMore
Michael Baumstark Leggat
Carlos Lopez-Abadia
Robert Todd Lobzey
Daniel J. Louiebert
Martin Whittier Malloy
Diana Carol McCord
Cheryl Lynn Miller
Roger Oroszam Nguyen
Warren Henry Philipp, Jr.
Randy Aaron Reinmesser
Robert Otto Ricci, Jr.
Martin H. Rudin
Scott Weber Schmid
Robert Paul Schroel II
Stephen Edward Spence
Erik A Steiner
Timothy David Stephens
Saudendo R. Sannaka
Sean William Vanderdasson
Gaila Velumokhametova
Peter John Vanakkakis

THE SCHOOL OF ART
Mary Alma Boenker Allen
Kellwood Foundation Scholarship in Fashion Design
Samantha Michelle Barton
Ruth Kelso Renfrow Award
Southern Prize
Dave Thomas Cobb III
Ruth Kelso Renfrow Award
William Fent Drawing Award
Matthew Todd Gainer
Southern Prize
Jody Ismael Kivort
Morris M. Harowitz Photography Prize
Joshua John Marsh
Tatsatsoi Milovich Award in Painting
Naomi Anastasia Martinez
Kellwood Foundation Scholarship in Fashion Design
Matthew Ian Monroe
Ruth Kelso Renfrow Award
Melissa Germaine Nichols
Thomas R. Blow Award
Krista Mary Anne Ruane
Helen Fults Johnson Memorial Scholarship in Sculpture
Mark Andrew Salinas
Thomas R. Blow Award
Jehya Chushi Shin
Marsha Hertzmans Blasengame Award in Printmaking
Southern Prize

GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Paige Elaine Averett
Lillian Wald Scholarship
Ellen Steffen Becker
John F. and Mary A. Roach Scholarship
Julie Elizabeth Bradock
Personal Performance Consultants, Inc. Scholarship
Jodi L Brown
Jane Addams Scholarship
Otis Deanna Brown
Florence Kelley Scholarship
Gwendoyn Ann Bryan-King
Mary MeCred Bethune Scholarship
Mary Ellen Caprigione-Harris
George and Caroline Carpenter Scholarship
Cynthia Anne Carver
Roy W. Wilke Scholarship
Charlotte Dawn Chavis
Kathryn M. Buder Scholarship for American Indians
Yin-Nei Cho
Sidney and Beatrice Webb Scholarship
Iris Maria Ciaa
Union Electric Scholarship
Anita Daniel
Marvin W. Weir Scholarship
Melissa Margaret Dann
Union Electric Scholarship
Ann S Davis
George and Caroline Carpenter Scholarship
Kimberly Ann De Sarra
Bette Schrader Johnson Scholarship in Social Service Management
Margaret Ann DeWesse-Boyd
Jane M. Hocking Scholarship
Yvonne Anne Doerre
Union Electric Scholarship
Sharon Rae Farber
Michael Harrington Scholarship
Sean Kevin Fitzpatrick-Ochoa
Joseph H. and Florence A. Bollene Foundation Scholarship
Laura Lynn Gill
Union Electric Scholarship
Linda Wells Glover
Martin Luther Kirch, Jr. Scholarship
Lena Marie Hagen
Roger Baldwin Scholarship
Stacy R. Hart
Benjamin E. Youngdahl Scholarship
Trinette Marie Hawkins
Bette Schrader Johnson Scholarship in Social Service Management
Pamela Marie Heck
John F. and Mary A. Roach Scholarship
Sarah Anne Hill
Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet Scholarship
Candace Jacob Iveson
William Cohen Scholarship
Heidi Renee Gabrielsen Jaeger
Bette Schroth Johnson Scholarship in Social Service Management

Jodi Marie Jaworski
Paulo Friere Scholarship

Heldi Fridingsdotter Johnson
Myrtle Blinn Larson Memorial Scholarship in Health Care

Lois Elizabeth Knopf
Myrtle Blinn Larson Memorial Scholarship in Health Care

Catherine Lorraine Kunes
Eleanor Roosevelt Scholarship

Amy Lit
David Babinowitz Scholarship

Virginia Drywater-Long
Kathryn M. Buder Scholarship for American Indians

Shelly Monique Markham
Bette Schroth Johnson Scholarship in Social Service Management

Shannon Rae McNeel
JCCA Trustees Scholarship

Marva Elaine Miller
Joseph H. and Florence A. Roblee Foundation Scholarship

Amanda Ann Moore
Frances Perkins Scholarship

John Edward Munz
George and Caroline Carpenter Scholarship

Theresa Marie Murphy
Personal Performance Consultants, Inc. Scholarship

Catherine Karimi Nkonge
Mother Teresa Scholarship

Kushantil Arushile Nugaspetla
Sarvodaya Scholarship

Susan Lee Onnen
A. Phillip Randolph Scholarship

Sona Pelli
Union Electrical Scholarship

Michael Milton Peter
Richard Clark Calor Scholarship

Deena Louise Ruddie
Benjamin E. Youngdahl Scholarship

Allison Lindsay Smith
Harri Tubman Scholarship

Rosanna Peña Sciolta
Alumni Scholarship

Liesel Elizabeth Sculle
Faculty Scholarship

Mi Ching Shu
Marion W. Weir Scholarship

Beth Ellen Shulman
John F. and Mary A. Roach Scholarship

Raymond Leslie Smith
Kathryn M. Buder Scholarship for American Indians

In Han Song
Leo Tolstoy Scholarship

Christine Meyer Stanford
George Wiley Scholarship

Mindee Fay Stein
Frances Perkins Scholarship

Jennifer Lee Traeger
Dorothy Dix Scholarship

Callie Caroline Tucker
Julia Latropsch Scholarship

Laura Allyson Zahniser
E. Franklin Smith Scholarship

Christina Ann Zassenhaus
Frederick Douglass Scholarship

Shirlee Faye titan Award for Volunteer Service to the St. Louis Community
Society of Black Student Social Workers

Dr. Clara Louise Meyers Outstanding Practicum Awards
Natalie King Clapp
Jodi Marie Jaworski
Shelly Monique Markham
Denise Lorraine McRae
Elizabeth Ann Newman
Jennifer Lee Traeger

THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Terri J Abernathy
The Order of the Coif

Allen Asch
American Bar Association Section of Urban, State and Local Government Law Prize: State and Local Government Law Association Public Service Award: Silver Medalist

Edmond Selma III
Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize

Norman Kenneth Beck
The Order of the Coif

Mary Katherine Blades
The Order of the Coif

Michael Dennis Bousquét
Chosphos and Multithaka International Law Prize

Erik John Bolinder
Jack Garden Humanities Award

International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award

Chris Bonzinos
American Bar Association Section of Urban, State and Local Government Law Prize: Land Use Law

Matthew Joseph Britton
Judge Samuel M. Breckenridge Practice Court Prize: Second Prize

Milton F. Napier Trial Award

Richard Paul Cassetta
The Order of Barristers

Scott Michael Charmoy
Pro Banco Law Association Public Service Award: Gold Medalist

Patricia Lynn Corran
William M. Pomerantz Trial Prize

Milton Massey Frazier
Judge John W. Calhoun Trial Practice Award

Seth Jeremy Gerson
The Order of the Coif

Alumni Association Prize

F. Hodge O'Neal Corporate Law Prize

Robyn Lee Glaser
The Order of Barristers

Frances Laughlin Goetz
The Order of the Coif

Lisa Ann Goldberg
The Order of Barristers

Sara Elizabeth Goldsmith
The Order of the Coif

Stacy R Hart
The Order of the Coif

John E. Hultverson
Milton F. Napier Trial Award

David Joseph Kates
The Order of the Coif

Alice R Kinsey
Dean's Book Award

Emily Ann Kirk
The Order of Barristers

Gretchen Kontra
RNA Law Student Award

Gregg M Lemley
The Order of the Coif

Christopher D Man
The Order of the Coif

Judge Amanda Brackman Moot Court Prize

Richard David Martindale
William M. Pomerantz Trial Prize

Alton Kent Mayo
The Order of the Coif

Catherine Marie McKnight Meacham
The Order of the Coif

Jeremy Edward Meyer
Pro Banco Law Association Public Service Award: Bronze Medalist

Lisa Maria Mittelholzer
The Order of Barristers

National Association of Women Lawyers Outstanding Law Graduate Award

Salvatore Philip Montalbano
The Order of the Coif

Ian Hugh Morrison
The Order of the Coif

Michael F Otto
The Order of the Coif

Matthew J Pacer
The Order of the Coif

Michael D Paley
The Order of the Coif

Roger D Pitcher
Dean's Book Award

Brendon Patrick Riley
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award

Lisa Estelle Russo
The Order of Barristers

Elizabeth Rowntree
The Order of the Coif

Family Law Award

Lisa Lynne Russell
Dan Cameron Earl Tedrow Memorial Award

Judge Amanda Brackman Moot Court Prize

Ann Rebecca Sachar
Gary L. Boren Memorial Award

Timothy O'Rourke Schranc
Judge Samuel M. Breckenridge Practice Court Prize: First Prize

Daniel Adam Schwartz
The Order of the Coif

Julie Lynn Selberg
The Order of Barristers

Carol Ann Shubinski
Breckenridge Scholarship Prize: Second Prize

David Robert Truman
The Order of Barristers

Thomas Bruce Welge
The Order of Barristers

Alan Scott Werther
The Order of the Coif

Erich Dominique Williams
Breckenridge Scholarship Prize: First Prize

Judge Myron D. Mills Administrative Law Award

Eric Douglas Wright
The Order of Barristers

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM

High Honors
Gary Allen Francesconi

Honors
Dennis Lee Beaty
Robert Allen Frueand, Jr.
Gregory Alan Harb

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Justin Charles Alvey
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate St. Louis Graduate Medical Society Prize

Douglas James Ball
Hugh M. Wilson Award in Radiology

Michael Erran Blum
Upjohn Achievement Award

Bobbi Joy Chambers Hawk
Wynne Prize in Preventive Medicine

Brian William Dubois
The Needleman Award for Outstanding Research in Pharmacology

Carol Frances Ellman
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate American Medical Women's Association Janet M. Glasgow Memorial Achievement Citation

Lisa Ehringer
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate American Medical Women's Association Janet M. Glasgow Memorial Achievement Citation

Steven Dresler Prize

Gregory Dean Foltz
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate

Missouri State Medical Association Award
Howard Parker Goodkin
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Irwin Levy Prize in Neurology and Neurosurgical Surgery

Amy Beth Heinberger
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Dr. Richard S. Brookings Medical School Award

Kenneth Robert Hirsch
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate

Todd Ken Horluchi
Alfred Goldman Book Prize in Diseases of the Chest

David Alan Hunstad
Merck Manual Award

Lance Elliot Jackson
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
John R. Smith Memorial Fund Award

Michael George Jakoby IV
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
American Heart Association Medical Student Research Fellowship Award

Robert Carter Medical School Award

I. Wallace Lebherz Award

Patrick Yin Kan Jay
Lee C. Farkle Memorial Prize for Biophysics and Biomedical Engineering

Krista Marie Johnson
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Alpha Omega Alpha Book Prize
American College of Physicians Anne C. Goldberg Book Award
American Medical Women's Association Janet M. Glasgow Memorial Achievement Citation
Jacques J. Bronfrenbrenner Award
Medical Fund Society Prize in Surgery
Wynder Prize in Preventive Medicine

Lawrence Steven Kaskowitz
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Missouri State Medical Association Award

Mike Chunghuck Kim
Max and Evelyn Grind Prize

Michael Spencer Kolodney
James Henry Yalem Prize in Dermatology

Michael John Kraujalis
Edward Massie Prize for Excellence in Cardiology

Renne Suzette Lattinbouder
The Dr. Philip Rosenblatt Award in Pathology

Brian Eric Lawner
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Merck Manual Award

William Lee Lyons
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
John Esben Kirk Award
Samson F. Wennerman Prize in Surgery

Nancy Elizabeth MacDonald
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
American Medical Women's Association Janet M. Glasgow Memorial Achievement Citation
Elisabeth L. Demouchaix Prize in Pediatrics

Richard Frank Mickievicius
R. R. Hausas Award for Excellence in Emergency Medicine

Michael Jay Naylor
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Hugh M. Wilson Award in Radiology

David Andrew Olak
Dr. Harvey Butcher Prize in Surgery

Christopher Michael Palmer
Missouri State Medical Association Award

Nona Michelle Perez
Society for Academic Emergency Medicine Excellence in Emergency Medicine Award

Douglas Harley Pogue
Wynner Prize in Preventive Medicine

Brenda Elaine Porter
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
American Medical Women's Association Janet M. Glasgow Memorial Achievement Citation

Jonathan David Primack
Jacques J. Bronfrenbrenner Award
Wynner Prize in Preventive Medicine

Charles Willard Mortimer Roberts
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate

George F. Gill Prize in Pediatrics

Sohan Roy
Merck Manual Award

Jonathan Edmund Silbert
Dr. William Ellis Award

Steven Lynn St. Peter
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Medical Fund Society Prize in Medicine

Ann Elizabeth Starr
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
American Medical Women's Association Janet M. Glasgow Memorial Achievement Citation
Louis and Dorothy Kovitz Senior Award in Surgery
Samuel D. Soule Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology

Robert Todd Striker
The Washington University Internal Medicine Club Research Award

Alexander Berg Award in Molecular Microbiology

Martha Sue Terry
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
American Medical Women's Association Janet M. Glasgow Memorial Achievement Citation
Lange Medical Publication Award
Family Health Foundation of Missouri Award

Robert Lindsay Young
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate

COMMISSIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The following candidates will be commissioned by Major General E. Kramer, United States Army Reserve, Professor of Military Science/Battalion Commander

Issued by the Secretary of the Army
Second Lieutenant, United States Army
Eric Andrew Bergan
Daniel Joseph Buckley
Matthew Douglas Kirchner
Charles Morris Moon
Cheryl Noel Vennon

The following candidates will be commissioned by Lieutenant Colonel Robert L. Boudin, United States Air Force, AFROTC Detachment 207 Commander.

United States Air Force
Issued by the Secretary of the Air Force
Second Lieutenant, Air Force Reserve
Derek Michael Beamer
Paul Foster Kunkel
"Few will have the greatness to bend history itself, but each of us can work to change a small portion of events, and in the total of all those acts will be written the history of this (next) generation."
—Robert F. Kennedy

**Senior Class Officers**

**Thomas Joseph Deutsch**—President
College of Arts and Sciences and John M. Olin School of Business
Wichita, Kansas
Majoring in Political Science, Political Economics, and Management
Vice President of Student Union and a Resident Advisor (RA)

**Howard E. Olson**—Vice President
College of Arts and Sciences
Leawood, Kansas
Majoring in Political Science
President of Phi Delta Theta Fraternity and President of Thurtene Junior Honorary

**Adam Lanell Stanley**—Treasurer
John M. Olin School of Business
Chicago, Illinois
Majoring in Finance and International Business
Student Representative to the Board of Trustees and a Resident Advisor (RA)

**Amy Nadine Albers**—Secretary
John M. Olin School of Business
Washington, Missouri
Majoring in Marketing
Co-captain of the National Champion Volleyball Team and a Member of Pi Beta Phi Sorority

**Samantha Paige Rothman**—Special Projects Chair
College of Arts and Sciences
Scarsdale, New York
Majoring in History
Treasurer of Alpha Epsilon Phi Sorority and a Greek Rush Counselor

**Commencement Receptions**

Immediately Following Commencement Exercises

**The College of Arts and Sciences**
Diploma Distribution and Reception—North Side of Graham Chapel
Rain Location—West Side of Olin Library

**University College**
Diploma Distribution and Reception—Olin Women’s Building Lounge

**The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences**
Hooding and Recognition Ceremony—Edison Theatre
Reception Immediately Following—Gallery and Gargoyle in Mallinckrodt, Lower Level

**The School of Engineering and Applied Science**
Diploma Distribution and Reception—Lopata Gallery and Lopata Plaza
Between Jolley Hall and Gupple’s II

**The School of Architecture**
Diploma Ceremony—Front Lawn, Gaines Hall
Rain Location—Steinberg Hall Auditorium
Reception Immediately Following—Gaines Hall

**The John M. Olin School of Business**
Diploma Ceremony—Field House, Athletic Complex
Reception Immediately Following—John E. Simon Hall

**The School of Art**
Diploma Distribution and Reception
Steinberg Hall Terrace
Rain Location—Steinberg Gallery of Art

**The George Warren Brown School of Social Work**
Diploma Ceremony—Graham Chapel
Reception Immediately Following—East Lawn of Brown Hall
Rain Location—Brown Lounge

**The Program in Occupational Therapy**
Luncheon Reception—Holmes Lounge
Diploma Ceremony Immediately Following—Graham Chapel
The following programs begin at noon

**The School of Law**
Diploma Ceremony—Brookings Quadrangle
Reception Immediately Following—Seeley G. Mudd Law Building
Rain Schedule—Diploma Ceremony, 5 p.m.
Field House, Athletic Complex
Reception Immediately Following—Seeley G. Mudd Law Building

**The Health Administration Program**
Diploma Ceremony—Carl V. Moore Auditorium
Reception Immediately Following—M. Kenton King Faculty Center, Medical School Library

**The School of Medicine**
Luncheon—Promenade Ballroom, Adam’s Mark Hotel
Fourth and Chestnut Streets
The Senior Program (Immediately Following Luncheon)
St. Louis Ballroom, Adam’s Mark Hotel
MEMORIES